
  



 

 

Abstract 

This thesis proposes a solution on how to manage support resources in such a way that 

optimized Measures of Effectiveness (MOE), such as Availability and Number of Backorders, 

are kept within a specified range without incurring the full scale re-optimizations in OPUS10 

with every change in operative scenario. This has previously been experienced by FMV. 

The hypothesis in this study is that the different risks inherent in the different scenarios are the 

causes of the changes in the MOE. Therefore by capturing the risks involved and treating 

those risks, it is possible to preempt the risks developing into problems. A solution to this end 

has been crafted based on the methodologies of Technical Measurement and Quality Function 

Deployment (QFD). 

QFD methodology recommends going to the intended operational environment of the system, 

to capture the requirements. This study proposes using the norms of the Swedish Armed 

Forces (SWAF) as stipulated in the regulations regarding transports within the army,” 

Transportreglemente”, augmented with the methods of System Architecture to catch the stated 

and unstated user requirements. 

The methods of Technical Measurement are then used to turn the requirements into Measures 

of Effectiveness, Key Performance Parameters (KPP), Measures of Performance (MOP) and 

Technical Performance Measures (TPM). 

This study shows how to use the QFD House of Quality (HOQ) in the design of optimal 

support infrastructure, by prioritizing the MOP in order of criticality to support system 

performance. The MOP are then subjected to a sensitivity analysis ,before being used to 

design experiments which are tested to see which designs are satisfactory in relation to target 

performance within a tolerance band.  

A design tradeoff of the design of different support infrastructure is performed in case of 

unsatisfactory performance or as new data is acquired as a result of an Estimation, Feasibility 

or Performance analysis. 



 

  



 

Sammanfattning 

Optimala Effektivitetsmått genom Optimering av Scenarion  

Denna studie beskriver en metod för att allokera resurser under en kortare tidsperiod (taktisk 

management) för att skydda värdet av optimeringar avsedda för längre tidsperioder. Målet är 

att begränsa behovet av fullskaliga återoptimeringar i OPUS10 när det sker en ändring i det 

scenario som använts. 

Denna studie utgår ifrån hypotesen att ändringar i de optimerade värdena orsakas av de olika 

kraven eller riskerna som varje nytt scenario medför. Genom kunskap om dessa risker kan man 

vidta åtgärder i tid och på så sätt förhindra att dessa risker utvecklas till problem. 

Lösningen som föreslås i denna studie bygger på Quality Function Deployment (QFD) 

methodology. QFD metodologin kräver att man gör undersökningar i den riktiga miljön där 

systemet är tänkt att användas, detta för att fånga de verkliga behoven eller riskerna som 

systemet kommer att utsättas för. I denna studie föreslås att försvarsmaktens 

transportreglemente ska användas som vägledning.  Den tillsammans med gängse metoder för 

systemarkitektur kan fånga uttalade och outtalade krav eller risker. 

Som avgränsning för denna studie används de tillvägagångssätt som rekommenderas av 

Internation Council On Systems Engineering ( INCOSE) för Technical Measurement 

innefattande de olika tekniska måtten: Measures of Effektivness (MOE), Key Performance 

Parameters (KPP), Measures of Performance och Technical Performance Measures(TPM).  

Denna studie visar hur man använder sig av QFD metoden och dess delmetod House of 

Quality (HOQ) för att skapa den optimala infrastrukturen. Det görs genom att kraven eller 

riskerna prioriteras med hjälp av HOQ innan de används i olika försök för att hitta de bästa 

lösningarna. 

Lösningen närmast målet simuleras och dess resultat plottas i ett diagram som visar hur nära 

målet lösningen ligger. Ett Tolerance Band. Om resultated i relation till målet inte är 

tillfredställande byts den ut mot en annan lösning eller så ändras målet.  
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1 Introduction  

1.1 Background 

There has been a change in Swedish military doctrine from a stance geared to counter an 

invasion “invasionsförsvaret” to an expeditionary stance ”insatsförsvaret”. (Försvarsmaktens 

Högkvarter, 1999). 

This change has since been made to include operations under the EU flag to handle global 

crises from the year 2015 (Reinfeldt & Tolgfors, 2012) 

In this expeditionary posture the military envisaged four operative scenarios to be carried out 

by the Nordic battle group NBG, an expeditionary force made up of Finnish, Norwegian, 

Irish and Estonian forces.   

Before the change in doctrine, while undertaking operations to counter an invasion, command 

and control of transports involved planning, executing and monitoring the transports. 

Command and control took action in case of disturbances to the convoys, accidents, sabotage 

or combat close to the transportation route. The solutions to these problems were: changes in 

the start and end point of transportation, the size of the transport, the routes, the mode of 

transport (Försvarsmakten, 1994). All these measures were to be planned and undertaken 

under the assumption of a safe back area perhaps behind a front line. 

In the expeditionary stance the transport command and control has to plan, execute and 

monitor transports without the benefit of an assured safe back area. To be expected is an 

adversary of varying strength and skill, from attackers of company to battalion size in a failed 

state, to civilians armed with stones and sticks. 

The attacker’s objectives may vary from military to those of criminal gangs or people in search 

of food, in an environment ranging from Urban to open terrain (Försvarsmakten, 2011). 

This is the current main scenario for which FMV has to optimize resources, a scenario which 

falls under what is known as Operations Other Than War (OOTW) or Peace Operations. 

Included under peace operations are the activities of: support to diplomacy, peacekeeping, and 

peace enforcement. 
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Peace enforcement is the application of military force or the threat of its use to compel 

compliance with generally accepted resolutions or sanctions. It includes the operations aimed 

at: 

 Restoration and Maintenance of Order and Stability 

 Protection of Humanitarian Assistance 

 Guarantee and denial of movement 

 Enforcement of sanctions 

 Establishment and Supervision of Protected Zones 

 Forcible separation of belligerents 

(US ARMY, 1994) 

From the perspective of the Swedish Armed Forces, the scenarios that fall under peace 

enforcement are: 

1. Protection of humanitarian assistance. 

2. Evacuation in a hostile environment.  

3. Conflict prevention measures including disarmament and enforcement of sanctions. 

Assumed to be analogous to Guarantee and denial of movement.  

4. Forceful separation of belligerent parties or Peace enforcement, crisis management, 

peacemaking and securing of supply lines. Assumed to encompass establishment and 

supervision of protected zones (Haglund, 2007). 

Optimization of support resources for the NBG has been done for a baseline scenario 

consisting of an amalgam of the above scenarios. (Wijk, 2007) 

However, each of the above scenarios have different attributes, which present different sets of 

risks,  problems and requirements depending on, among other factors, the threat level which  

determine the level of escalation, which in their turn will determine the kind of, number and 

type of systems used (Haglund, 2007). In other words the different scenarios will present 

different risks and problems. 

This study is done under the hypothesis that moving a system from the baseline scheduled 

event driven scenario to the operative unscheduled event driven scenario, see Figure 1, will 
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expose the system to uncertainty, new risks and problems that will lead to a change in the 

values optimized for the baseline in OPUS10 and therefore there will be need for risk 

management.  

A technical risk is an event in the project that has a non-zero probability of occurrence and an 

unfavorable consequence on technical performance or quality (Roedler & Jones, 2005), while 

a problem is a risk that has attained 100% probability. Uncertainty is an indeterminate 

condition where an event may or may not occur and whose outcome may be good or bad. 

Risk management meanwhile is actions taken to reduce risk to acceptable levels. Risk analysis 

begins the process of removing uncertainty (Ferraro, 2002). 

 

Figure 1 Optimization Scenarios 
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2 Problem Description 

2.1 Background to the Problem 

The Swedish Defense Materiel Administration FMV is in charge of securing optimal logistics 

for all scenarios, is aware that when a change is made from one scenario to another (Barbici, 

2014), because of the different requirements of each scenario, the optimized solutions will give 

suboptimal measures of effectiveness MoE.  

The problems stems from the fact that the attributes of the different operative scenarios 

(Haglund, 2007), will invariably lead to an optimal baseline solution being suboptimal in the 

theatre of operations. The question is how to optimize the support infrastructure in such a way 

as to avoid fluctuations in the MOE. 

A study done by Systecon for FMV (Wijk, 2007), provides a generalized scenario that gives 

useful information to be used in this study. The study includes OPUS10 models versions of 

the RG32M Terrängbil 16 (Galten) and a support organization based on the one used by 

NBG during its Liberia mission in 2006. 

FMV uses OPUS10 as a strategic tool in optimizations of resources that is to say it uses 

OPUS10 to plan the use of available resources in terms of goals, means and methods in order 

to achieve overall objectives (Suzic, 2003). It uses SIMLOX as an operative tool that is for 

coordination of resources to meet overall objectives. What is missing is a tactical tool for 

optimization in the shorter term. 

2.1.1 Objectives 

This study will seek to find a way to manage risks to operative scenarios and future possible 

issues in order to avoid managing problems and their future impact. Taking preventive action 

instead of corrective action to problems that may occur that have not yet occurred thinking 

strategically to win time and to avoid short term tactical solutions (Ferraro, 2002). 

Further this study will find a way to optimize the support infrastructure in such a way as to 

avoid fluctuations in the Measures of Effectiveness and to delay the need for new optimizations 
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in OPUS10, until such a time when a given parameter reaches its threshold and thus triggers  

such need. 

It is understood that this may mean finding a way to identify, prioritize and set target goals of 

the Technical Measures most likely to cause degradation of the MOE. These Technical 

Measures can then be used, based on the attributes on specific operations scenarios, to mitigate 

the degradation of MOE. 

One of the most important among these MOE is availability. Availability in turn is a factor of 

reliability, maintainability and the responsiveness of the support infrastructure of the system 

which in their turn are factors of a whole range of technical performance measures 

(Försvarsmakten/FMV, 2006). 

FMV wants to know if there is anything that can be done within the framework of 

optimization in order to maintain the baseline optimized values of the measures of 

effectiveness (Barbici, 2014).  

This main question, and interpretation of the original question stated in (Barbici, 2014) has 

been broken down into three sub-questions: 

What is optimal tactical management? 

How are resources managed to affect MOE? 

How can the need for re-optimizations be reduced? 

If re-optimizations can’t be avoided when should they be done? 

This study should show how excess MOE can be monitored and traded and how risks to the 

MOE can be treated.  

2.1.2 Delimitations 

Systems 

This study is limited to a study of the effects of the optimization of the support infrastructure. 

However the support infrastructure can be treated as a system element, with its own set of 

Technical Measures (Blanchard, 2004).  The lower level Technical Measures of the support 
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infrastructure such as Technical Performance Measures (TPM) can be optimized to influence 

top level Technical Measures such as Measures of Effectiveness (MOE). Where availability is 

the top level MOE. 

 

Figure 2. Availability as a Function of Reliability, Maintainability and Supportability 

This study is also limited to a study of the system risk assessed by Technical Measures and 

does not treat the project risk assessed by cost and schedule measures assessed in terms of 

Earned Value (EV) etc.  

QFD 

The use of Quality Function Deployment (QFD) methodology in this study is limited in 

scope. Of the four Houses of Quality (HOQ), only the first one is used for the purpose of 

establishing a hierarchy of criticality among the Measures of Performance. The realize the full 

potential of QFD methodology requires a fully constituted and competent Integrated Product 

Team (IPT). 

The Operative Scenarios 

The operative scenarios in this study are those of a mechanized unit providing protection in 

two roles. The first role is Protection of Humanitarian Assistance, in the form of an armed 

escort to a sustainment convoy as internal or external security. The second role is an extended 

scenario involving Guarantee and Denial of movement in a given area or providing corridor 

security.  The role of the escort, in the first convoy scenario case, is to prevent the convoy 

from being scattered, destroyed or captured (Thompson, 2012). 

In modelling the second case the role of the escort is understood to include prolonged 

surveillance. 
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The operative scenarios are modelled on the methods of the Combat Logistics Patrols (CLP) 

of the US Army. US army literature is more exhaustive on the subject than the Swedish army 

transportation doctrine as stipulated in (Försvarsmakten, 2011) “Transportreglemente”. 

 The CLP provide: corridor security, internal protection and external security (Thompson, 

2012). 

From the available literature, factors crucial to successful mechanized warfare are the effects of 

terrain, the tempo of operations and synchronization (Guderian, 1992). 

Also the flow of information, the need to know at all times who is providing force protection 

and who is conducting the convoy, are important factors. Synchronization and standardization 

problems are problems associated with mixed convoys especially with commercial contracted 

vehicles there must be a radio for so many vehicles. Also ratio of the composition between 

commercial and military vehicles is crucial (Thompson, 2012). 

Peace Operations or Operations Other Than War (OOTW) are characterized by hardships 

made worse by poor communications, inadequate planning, extreme weather and a host of 

other issues (Akil, et al., 2014). 

For this reason planning is done on the assumption that operations are likely to be remote and 

there will be a need to provide security for the delivery of humanitarian aid. 

Baseline System Description 

The baseline system is 137 RG32M mine-resistant 4x4 light armored vehicles combat vehicles 

with data furnished by the manufacturers BAE Systems OMC and FMV. 

The data includes the risk of damage during the 120 day NBG scenario. The risks are as 

follows: 0.1 risk for mine damage, 0.1 risk of damage from antitank weapons, 0.1 risk of 

damage from IED and 0.3 risk of damage from hand-held-weapons. The first three cause 

unrepairable damage while the fourth leads to a change of glass panes (Wijk, 2007) 

Baseline Support Systems 

A program manager in charge of optimization of the support infrastructure must be aware of 

three basic program elements cost schedule and technical performance. The first two are taken 
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care of through the cost and schedule control systems (Earned Value), the last through 

technical performance measurement (Ferraro, 2002). 

The technical baseline is a result of technical task planning. It provides the basis for cost and 

schedule planning and resource allocation which in turn form the performance measurement 

baseline. This is useful for monitoring both the project and the system. 

For projects, the performance measurement baseline is used in the calculation of the budgeted 

cost of work scheduled against which schedule and cost variances are measured. 

The system engineering process defines the technical processes and interfaces, provides the 

technical baseline and ensures the product meets user, cost, schedule and performance needs 

all through to system verification, the determination of progress in achieving technical program 

objectives. 

Performance measurement provides a good basis for validation and verification of specification 

requirements. It is consists of inspections, analyses assessments, demos which show truly the 

cost performance of a system including the validation of analytical methodologies. (Ferraro, 

2002) 

In the baseline support systems, the resources under to be allocated are: 

 Mechanics 

 Lifting gear 

 Refrigeration technicians 

 Tool kits 

 Salvage car 

These resources are spread out to be used within the support organization structure shown in 

Figure 3. Support resources are kept in the main depot in Sweden before being shipped to a 

LOG base outside of the area of operation and then on to the depot in the area of operation. 
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Figure 3. Support Organization 

Baseline Scenario Requirements 

The baseline scenario involves ferrying the system to a LOG-base in a secured area 7-16 days 

transport time away from Sweden or at most 35 days transport time. From the LOG –base the 

system is transported by a supply unit to the place of need taking an additional 1-7 days 

depending on the mode of transport, the quality of the road and the level of security on the 

road. In the baseline scenario it is estimated that the average time from the LOG –base to the 

place of need is 2,5 days depending on the area of operations. 

Additional requirements of the baseline scenario are as per Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Requirements Nordic Battle Group 2008 

Requirement Value 

Replenishment time ( LOG base) 7-16 days 

Replenishment time (FOB) 1-7 

Availability 75% 

Total expected operations time 120 days 

Endurance time 14 days 

Number of Km per day 50 Km 

Average speed 35 Km/h 

Idle per day 2 hrs. 

Road 80% 

Terrain 20% 
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2.2 Literature review 

As soon as it became clear that this study would include a case study of the RG32M, there 

was a need to gain basic knowledge of the factors involved in armored warfare. This 

background knowledge was provided by reading Achtung-Panzer!,(Guderian, 1992), where 

the significance of the terrain, the importance of surprise, the need for concentration of forces 

for a breakthrough in armored warfare is highlighted.  

The preferred connotations and definitions at FMV were acquired by reading H Driftsäk 

(Försvarsmakten, 2006), which even provided an insight into the wider LCC context under 

which this study falls and its relevance to FMV. 

Logistics Engineering and Management (Blanchard, 2004) provided the systems engineering 

framework and an introduction to quality function deployment QFD as a method for 

identifying and prioritizing technical performance measures TPM. 

QFD is a qualitative planning tool that organizes data in a logical and systematic way. This 

means combining QFD with quantitative methods should yield greater benefits than using the 

QFD methods alone. QFD being a qualitative method means an additional method has to be 

found for quantifying the voice of the customer or customer requirements. 

By reducing the ranks of the matrix using mathematical methods to facilitate early design 

iteration and optimization, greater utility can be extracted from the fields of data presented in 

the QFD matrices using optimization tools that are within reach of most firms using QFD 

(Gauthier, et al., 2000). QFD can be improved by using Fuzzy logic, Artificial Neural 

Networks and Taguchi methods (Bouchereau & Rowlands, 2000). 

Other difficulties with using the QFD method include the fact that manual input of customer 

requirements into the HOQ is time consuming. This is linked to the tendency of relational 

matrices to be large and complex, presenting difficulty in their development. (Bouchereau & 

Rowlands, 2000) 

Then there is the difficulty in establishing a connection between the customer requirements 

and the technical properties of systems. The setting of TPM target values is not precise in 

QFD as was noted in (Arash, 2014). 
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In summary, the drawbacks have to do with the fact that QFD being a qualitative method 

there is: Ambiguity in requirements, records are rarely kept, the nature of the work is time 

consuming, and only one phase is usable. Moreover there are lots of subjective data to be 

handled, the target values in HOQ are imprecise and the strength of relations are not precisely 

defined (Bouchereau & Rowlands, 2000) 
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3 Problem Solution 

 “Logisticians deal with unknowns. They attempt to eliminate unknowns, one by one, until 

they are confident that they have done away with the possibility of paralyzing surprises”. LTG 

William G. Pagonis Commander, 22d Support Command 1992 (US ARMY, 1994) 

Bearing in mind that the logistics and the maintenance support infrastructure is to be 

considered as an element of the system (Blanchard, 2004) and that measurements are the 

manager’s early warning system (Ferraro, 2002) then Technical Measurement is done in order 

to provide insight into system performance. How to know the unknowns as put by LTG 

Pagonis in the quote above. 

The requirements of the scenarios need to be converted to measurable parameters to provide 

insight into the performance of the support infrastructure. In order to do this, requirements 

must be allocated to the system elements as appropriate. Requirements specified at the system 

level must be related and traceable to the mission that the system is expected to accomplish 

(Blanchard, 2004). The insight provided in this way should help project management to make 

better decisions through the life cycle to increase the probability of delivering a solution that 

meets both the specified requirements and mission needs.  

Technical Measurement is the ongoing verification of the degree of expected and actual 

achievement of technical parameters, where measured values that fall outside established 

decision criteria or tolerance bands alert management to take action or perform further 

investigation. Technical measurement may lead to the calculation of what has been achieved-

to-date, the current Estimate, Milestones,  a Planned Value (Target),  a Planned Performance 

Profile (Analysis Model), a Tolerance Band (Decision Criteria) or Threshold and Variances 

values (Roedler & Jones, 2005). 

If there is an interest in project costs, in this study the project is the optimization of the 

support infrastructure, then there is a linkage between system and cost/schedule baseline. 

Measures are an indicator of system baseline integrity. They are products of the system 

engineering and verification process and provide the basis for cost/schedule revision. They are 

also an early determinant of risks and future problems. Earned Value which is the value of 
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work done expressed in terms of the budget allocated should be modified based on measured 

values (Ferraro, 2002). 

3.1 Types of Technical Measures 

3.1.1 Measures of Effectiveness (MOE) 

MOE are indicators for achieving mission needs for performance, suitability and affordability 

through the life cycle. They are measures stated from the user’s perspective.  Independent of 

any particular solution, they are the most important evaluation and acceptance criteria from the 

user or acquirers point of view.  

MOEs are used for evaluation of alternatives and their sensitivity. They are evaluation criteria 

sometimes called figures of merit and are used to quantify requirements in order to choose 

among design alternatives, tradeoff studies or assess system performance. (Bahil Terry, 2006) 

In other words, in order to know if the system is accomplishing its mission objectives, 

measures of effectiveness are established to monitor and see if the system is achieving the 

desired results. It is required that Measures of Effectiveness relate to performance, be simple to 

state, be testable, be complete, be valid at any time, be valid under any environmental 

conditions, be measureable quantitatively and be easy to measure (AcqNotes, 2014). 

3.1.2 Key Performance Parameters (KPP) 

KPP are a critical subset of performance parameters representing those capabilities and 

characteristics so significant that failure to meet the threshold value of performance can be 

cause for the concept or system selected to be reevaluated or the project to be reassessed or 

terminated. Each KPP has a threshold and objective value. They represent the Critical to 

Customer (CTC) requirements (Roedler & Jones, 2005). 

KPP are the basis on which MOP and TPM are built and can be traced back to. This is useful 

in order to eliminate the risk of measuring something just because one can (Lynn, 2004). This 

is because tracking measures is expensive and time consuming hence only critical parameters 

should be monitored. 

The baseline scenario in this study stipulates a target of 75% tactical availability (Wijk, 2007).  

Availability will therefore be taken to be the Key Performance Parameter (KPP) the most 
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important Measure of Effectiveness. Availability satisfies the requirements set in 3.1  for a 

good MOE. Operational availability will be used as the KPP and will be denoted AO. 

Operational availability AO is used as a measure of effectiveness when the analysis includes 

not only the technical system but also the support organization see nedan 

   
    

        
                                                              Eq. 1 

The term of special interest in equation 1 is the mean down time MDT. That is the time the 

system is unable to perform it’s designed to functions because of factors related to support. 

The term MDT includes an assortment of waiting times both active maintenance time and 

time spent waiting for logistics. (Försvarsmakten/FMV, 2006) 

In short, the term MDT is a measure of the responsiveness of the support infrastructure. It is a 

factor in the maintainability of the system and hence affects the quality aspects of the support 

solution. This study seeks to find ways to design the support infrastructure in such a way as to 

minimize MDT. 

3.1.3 Measures of Performance (MOP) 

If MOE represent attributes considered to be important from the mission point of view, as 

noted earlier in the paragraph on MOE, then MOPs are attributes considered to be important 

from the viewpoint of the system. They are used to assess whether a solution meets design or 

performance requirements necessary to satisfy the MOEs. They are often attached to key 

performance parameters and have distinctly quantifiable performance features such as speed, 

payload, range or frequency and are used to support assessment of system design alternatives 

and technical impact of proposed system change alternatives, investigate performance 

sensitivities to changes in assumptions from the technical view, refine key performance 

parameter definitions and assess achievement of key performance parameters (Roedler & 

Jones, 2005).  

If the MOEs correspond to the “whats” as in what does the system need to complete its 

mission then the MOPs respond to the “hows”, how does the system need to be to help the 

user complete the mission (Arash, 2014). This will be further illustrated in the house of quality 

see Figure 6 and Figure 10. 
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3.1.4 Technical Performance Measures (TPM) 

TPM measure attributes of a system element. Bearing in mind that the support infrastructure is 

considered as a system element in this study, TPM are used to determine how well a system 

or system element are satisfying or expected to satisfy a technical requirement or goal.  They 

are used to assess design progress, compliance to performance requirements or technical risks. 

TPM are the means by which requirements for the operative scenarios are transformed into 

technical solutions. Requirements are risks that will be subjected to risk analysis. Each risk or 

requirement will be given a name, description, probability, severity level and a risk mitigation 

plan (Bahil Terry, 2006) 

TPM should be limited to critical system thresholds or parameters that if not met put the 

project at cost schedule or performance risk. Measurement of TPM allows action to be taken 

early in the process rather than wait until system testing to address performance problems 

(Roedler & Jones, 2005). As will be shown in this study, advance knowledge of risks will 

help start the process of channeling resources where it is most needed. 

TPM show how well a system is satisfying its requirements. They are functions of time that 

provide an assessment of the product or as in this study a service. They are used throughout 

the different stages of design, implementation and test. The TPM available vary with the stage 

in the systems life cycle and give values to be achieved through technical effort. TPM give a 

measure of the difference between achieved and allocated values and their impact. They help 

trigger design reviews in case of unsatisfactory performance (Bahil Terry, 2006). This study 

illustrates the use of tradeoffs to bolster performance. 

For more details on the TPM process see Appendices B 

3.1.5 Stakeholders 

Measures have stakeholders. The acquirer or user is the ultimate stakeholder of the technical 

solution and as such a stake holder in the top-level measures MOE often used as the 

acceptance criteria and MOP. 

The supplier engineering staff is concerned with providing the system solution to satisfy MOE 

but, has to first translate these into measures that focus on the technical aspects of the solution. 
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Including the support infrastructure as it influences performance. The support engineering staff 

and the user engineering staff can thus be said to be stakeholders in MOPs and TPM. 

The Integrated Product Teams consisting of members from the user and the support 

organization will be interested in the whole range of measures. 

Quality management being focused on satisfying the user is also interested in the MOEs 

(Roedler & Jones, 2005) 

 

3.2 Uses and Application of Technical Measures 

Tracking technical measures give indications of operational objectives, technical solution 

progress, compliance to performance requirements and technical risk. Relationships between 

Technical Measures can be seen in Figure 4.  

 

 

Figure 4. Relationship of Technical Measures adapted from (Roedler & Jones, 2005) 

3.2.1 Indicators of Operational Objectives 

As indicators of operational objectives technical measures are used to determine the ability of 

the system solution to meet mission requirements. MOEs give insight from the user 

perspective and MOPs from the supplier perspective. 
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3.2.2 Indicators of System Solution Progress 

As indicators of system solution progress, measures focus on the key attributes of the 

requirements. Tracking and measuring to ensure progress towards the goal of providing a 

system that meets requirements. TPMs are the measure used to provide this insight. 

3.2.3 Indicators of Compliance to Performance Requirements 

For indication of compliance to performance requirements, attributes related to specific 

mission and system requirements are measured. MOPs and TPMs serve as indicators of 

compliance to requirements of the system and system elements. TPMs are used to predict 

associated MOP values to provide insight. 

3.2.4 Indicators of System Risk 

For indication of system risk, measures are used to give insight in order to assess, treat and 

monitor risk. System risks are tracked by these measures to show progress towards meeting 

performance requirements, providing an early warning about deviations in key system 

parameters,  which if not corrected may impact system success in meeting user needs. This is 

the monitoring of the Value-to-date vs the planned value. 

Measures provide visibility of actual versus planned performance in order to monitor 

performance risks or to identify other related technical risks. Providing early detection or 

prediction of problems which require management attention and enabling supportability 

assessment of the impact of proposed system change alternatives (Roedler & Jones, 2005). 

This is the essence of the proactive methods that this study puts forward.   

Measures also make it possible to fix possible dates for retiring risks, if they are not yet 

budgeted for treatment or scheduled for retirement. In this study measures will be used as 

indicators of operational objectives and as indicators of compliance to performance 

requirements. This study approaches the optimization of the support infrastructure as a design 

problem and uses the Quality Function Deployment (QFD) tool the House of Quality 

(HOQ) as a design tool. 

To this end the QFD method provided an understanding of scenario requirements and 

enabled the prioritization of requirements that has been used in the comparison of one design 

approach with another. 
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The first step in employing optimization in a design problem is to define the objectives and 

the constraints which enter the design space as goals and requirements (Gauthier, et al., 2000). 

This study proposes a structured way of doing this. QFD is a step by step method defining 

scenario requirements has been used following the methods of system architecting as in 

(Jones, 2006), which entails working following norms, rational analysis, consensus and 

heuristics. 

3.3 Data Collection and Processing 

The past use data that would have been useful in this study, would have been taken from the 

FMV database in DUWEB. Unfortunately one of the parameters that would be useful in the 

analysis of past data, MTBM see equation on page 14, has been found to be ambiguous in 

DUWEB. The recorded MTBM in some cases represents mean time between reported 

failures. This has allowed for recording of failures that are reported multiple times to be 

included in the statistics for the MTBM (Vinberg, 2014). When past system data is of limited 

use, Scientific analysis it overwhelmed by too many unknowns, there are too many 

possibilities and too little time for data gathering and analysis then the methodology of system 

architecting are applicable (Jones, 2006). These are the conditions when changing from one 

operative scenario to another and the methods of system architecting are therefore used in this 

study to find a solution. 

Data used in this study has to a large extent been taken from (Wijk, 2007). The technical data 

was collected from the manufacturers of the technical system, BEA Systems. The supportability 

data, part of which can be seen in Table 1 was collected from various sources within FMV. 

Based on that, this study proposed ways of getting additional data for estimating the 

requirements of scenarios in the real operating environment. This will involve following the 

norms as dictated by doctrine. According to Swedish armed forces transportation doctrine, all 

operations are preceded by reconnaissance. A preliminary and a final reconnaissance with the 

intention of establishing contact with other actors, deciding who will do the reconnaissance in 

case of a coalition and ensuring that contact is made at the same level of rank. During the 

reconnaissance questions are asked with regard to the infrastructure, contacts with transport 

companies, important persons, capacity information for modes of transportation, maintenance 

facilities and other possibilities along the routes. 
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A risk and threat analysis is done per geographical area in question in order to know what 

kind of freedom of movement is to be expected. Is the reconnaissance to be undertaken 

without the assistance of the host nation?, if so is there need for translators?, has the area been 

reconnoitered before? How is the reconnaissance to be documented? (Försvarsmakten, 2011). 

In other words the mission begins with the definition of need. 

A definition of need may begin with these critical starting questions (Jones, 2006): 

 How will the end users actually use the system? 

 What are the main performance requirements? 

 Where will the system be used? 

 How frequently will the system be used? 

 Under what circumstances will the system be used? 

 How will the user measure system success? 

 How will the user measure system failure? 

 Are there any limits to system use? 

 Are there any limits to system characteristics? 

 Are there any economic constraints? 

 Are there any support limitations? 

 Are there any environmental constraints? 

These questions are relevant because specific conditions to which the system will be subjected 

will influence its operability and maintainability. Environmental issues will have to be explicitly 

described, that is to say, both the effects of the environment on the system and the systems 

effect on the environment that surrounds it.  The System rate of use, the physical environment 

in which it will operate, the temperature, humidity, air, vibrations, altitude, electromagnetism 

etc. have to be factored in together with the systems effects on the environment, which may 

include: solid waste, liquid waste, gaseous waste, electromagnetics etc. (Jones, 2006) 

3.3.1 Identifying Potential Technical Measures 

Potential technical measures are usually related to the system requirements into whose progress 

or risk they provide insight. What is important to note is which aspect of the system 
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requirement is important to monitor. Is it its range of performance? its stability? Or is it the 

progress of a critical technology? 

Selecting and specifying MOEs are usually done by the user.  Each MOE should at least 

provide insight into at least one operational objective or mission requirement of the system 

solution. There should be no strong correlation between the different MOE.  They should be 

defined in terms of the user’s operational objectives in order to provide insight into different 

aspects of the objectives. MOEs are defined early based on assumptions which must be 

validated so as not to lead to unrealistic test criteria. MOPs and TPMs successively derived 

from MOEs (Roedler & Jones, 2005). 

Selecting and specifying MOPs. MOPs are derived from MOE to provide system measures. 

Usually there are several MOPs for each MOE these will be related in the insight they 

provide. They will focus on a specific system characteristic or alternative with traceability 

backwards to subsystem level performance and upwards to higher level MOEs. MOPs should 

collectively be able to provide insight into system affordability, supportability, suitability and 

system level risk. MOPs are also linked to system level testing of alternatives. They are defined 

during planning for test and evaluation. 

Selecting and specifying TPMs. TPMs are selected early in the project by the supplier. They 

are derived from MOP, MOEs or KPPs. There should be at least one TPM per MOP but 

there are often several TPMs per MOP. They should be selected and defined such that they 

support trades among possible solutions for achieving KPPs. TPMs are used to help evaluate 

the feasibility of the requirements set with respect to meeting the performance needs of the 

user. This is done for each given system solution candidate definition. TPM are strongly 

influenced by the quality requirements. Ongoing measurement allows for in-process evaluation 

and timely corrective actions (Roedler & Jones, 2005). 

3.3.2 Relationship between the TPM program and risk management 

Parameters chosen should be related to the risk areas of any project. If a particular element of 

a project has been identified as a risk area, then a TPM should be assigned to that area. 

In this study project of optimizing support infrastructure the risk areas are identified by the 

MOP set for optimization. Here the MOP are given as system level Performance Measures 
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while the TPM measure at a more detailed level to assess the likelihood of meeting system 

objectives (Roedler & Jones, 2005).  

TPM should be selected based on the following criteria: 

1) They are the most significant qualifiers or determinants of the total system product, 

providing insight into Key Performance Parameters (KPP) and mission success based 

on one or more of the following: 

 Represent an important performance requirement driving the design of a prime 

item or a key critical item 

 Defines critical interface performance between system elements or between a 

system element and system interfaces 

 Represents key functional capabilities or quality characteristics, identified as 

having moderate to high technical risks that warrant continuous monitoring 

 Reflects known concerns about particular system issues 

 Characterizes and assesses performance risk of new technology implementation 

for system elements 

2) Are traceable to specification requirements or goals 

3) Time-phased values and tolerance bands can be predicted for each parameter and 

substantiated during design, development and test 

4) Can be measured on an ongoing basis, directly measured from tests or derived from 

analyses/models allowing prediction of or insight into delivered performance 

5) Indicate key subcontractor technical requirements and /or inputs when extended to 

subcontractors 

When TPMs are specified, they should be defined such that they are: 

 Traceable to the specified requirements, goals, risks or issues of the system element 

 Traceable to the higher level MOPs with relationship defined 

 Traceable to applicable WBSs elements (not always applicable) 

 Able to track adherence to technical constraints as the technical processes are performed 

, as well as relationships to cost, schedule and quality objectives 

 Provide insight into IPT/Project success on an ongoing basis 
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 Provide insight into system effectiveness/utility 

It is necessary to identify the methods to be used in measuring and assessing each parameter. 

Analysis and reporting should be defined in such a way as to provide an indication of 

technical progress, potential future impact (predictive indicators) and project status in a 

composite easy to understand  assessment. 

The definition of Technical Measures should include appropriately planned performance 

profiles, thresholds and tolerance bands (risk bands). These allow a quick understanding of the 

performance and trends, se Figure 5, which is intended to show change in the MOE 

Availability as a function of changes in the design of the support infrastructure. The changes 

occur within the confines of a tolerance band composed of a Lower Limit (Undesirable), a 

Target (Mandatory) and an Upper Limit (Desirable). 

For each selected performance parameter a planned performance profile must be established. 

The value at the point at the end of development is based on the specified requirement of the 

TPM parameter. Include events/milestones in the parameter 

The profile and the actual measured Technical Measure values are plotted and analyzed 

together. Over time the measured values, predicted values and parameter requirement should 

converge. Planned values should not be viewed as static, particularly where systems 

engineering/ engineering development is still in progress.  

 

Figure 5. Range of Acceptability Showing Support Infrastructure Design Changes adapted from (Bahil Terry, 2006) 

Thresholds bound the range of acceptable performance for the attribute, AO , of the system 

element being measured, the technical system together with the support infrastructure, in its 
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delivered state. See Figure 5. Thresholds are established based on factors such as technical 

requirements, tolerances and cost performance trades. Tolerance bands are defined to reflect 

acceptable limits associated with achieving the performance measured by the Technical 

Measure. They are placed on each side of the planned performance profile and define the 

region in which it is reasonable to expect that the thresholds will be attained within project 

constraints. See Figure 5. Tolerance bands need though not be two sided. 

Tolerance bands may change when trades are made between performance parameters, if some 

of the margin in one parameter is traded to reduce risk in another parameter, then the 

tolerance bands for the Technical Measures associated with these parameters will change 

accordingly. Modifications should be recorded with rationale and approvals and maintained as 

per organizational policy. 

For how Technical measurements are related to project management and WBS please see 

Appendices A. 

3.4 Data Analysis 

The function of data analysis is to convert data into information to be used by managers to 

support decision making. This is done through engineering analysis, modeling, simulation 

comparison and system testing. The method chosen depends on the type of parameter, 

maturity of the project, data availability, information needs of the project, resource availability 

(assets), cost of method vs insight desired, life cycle stage, type of performance being assessed, 

required fidelity and associated risk levels reflected by the measure. 

Analysis tasks within technical measurement include: estimation analysis, feasibility analysis and 

performance analysis (Roedler & Jones, 2005).  

3.4.1 Estimation Analysis and QFD Methodology 

Estimation analysis is important for initial planning, for example of this project to optimize 

support infrastructure. Estimation analysis is done before data is available and for re-planning 

as more data becomes available. Estimation is often the first analysis encountered in a project. 

Estimation provides projections of product attributes, quality and performance as in initial 

performance profiles with tolerance bands and profiles. This is done to establish target values 
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or numerical expectations for subsequent activities and parameters based on current available 

data. Estimation uses one measure to estimate the value of another. 

Estimates are re-evaluated at key milestones as more actual data becomes available, and when 

incorrect estimates are replaced. It is important to note a coupling to other parameters, the 

correlations matrix in the QFD House of Quality, is a useful tool for mapping correlations 

between parameters. Changes in parameters estimates may have effect on cost, schedule, 

resources and processes. (Roedler & Jones, 2005) 

Quality Function Deployment (QFD) Methodology 

An excellent tool for establishing and prioritizing Technical Measures is Quality Function 

Deployment QFD (Blanchard, 2004). QFD was born out of the need to understand critical 

design issues prior to production (Jaiswal, 2012), it is a tool for implementation of 

optimization early in the design (Gauthier, et al., 2000) and has therefore been chosen as a 

tool for the design of an optimized support infrastructure in this study. It has also been 

described as a cross functional tool that assists technically oriented people to understand 

operative requirements sufficiently to develop priorities for requirements that are operational 

oriented and technically correct.  

If operative or user requirements enter the HOQ as “ whats”, then the QFD House of 

Quality turns these operational “whats” into “what exactlys”. That is to say, the requirements 

are refined. This is useful because “whats” or the user’s requirements usually have no reference 

to technology and implementation. “hows” are the designers understanding of the terms of 

operational “whats”. They are quantitatively measurable and actionable (Arash, 2014). The 

“how” are the design requirements. See Figure 6 and the related Figure 10. 
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Figure 6. QFD House of Quality (Rupesh, et al., 2012) 

In other words, QFD is a method for structured product planning and development that 

allows a development team to specify clearly the users’ needs and wants and then evaluate each 

product or service capability in terms of impact in meeting those needs. 

In actual use, QFD is credited with reducing design development time by 50% in entails 

spending more initial time for planning but less cycle time in bringing products to use 

(Bouchereau & Rowlands, 2000). 

The QFD concept was first introduced by Yoji Akao in 1966 for Mitsubishi Industries 

Shipping yard in Kobe Japan, with the aim of assuring quality at the design stage by bringing 

together cross functional teams (Creative Industries Research Institute, u.d.). Cross functional 

teams are referred to as integrated product teams (IPT) in this study. QFD does away with 

sequential decision making which is a problem that leads to loss of quality (Gauthier, et al., 

2000). 

Furthermore QFD enables tradeoff between what the user wants and what is possible, it does 

nothing new that was not done before but replaces intuitive decision making processes with a 

structured approach (Bouchereau & Rowlands, 2000). 

As one of its defining traits, QFD methodology stresses that data collection for technical 

benchmarking be collected in the real intended operational environment of the system, the 

“GEMBA” a Japanese word meaning  the total environment where the where the operation 

work is done. This is useful not least because different operational environments can be used 

to find the average performance variation of service or production (Bouchereau & Rowlands, 

2000). 
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The complete QFD process is done in four phases, with four Houses of Quality, for a full 

system life cycle. Se Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7. The Four Stages of Traditional QFD (Arash, 2014) 

Relationships are evaluated for each phase and only the most important requirements make it 

to the next phase, each subsequent phase represents a more specific aspect of the requirements 

(Jaiswal, 2012). Only one phase is needed for needs analysis that is product planning phase 1. 

QFD usually never leaves phase 1 because it is too labor intensive and would take 80% of 

company employees to pursue subsequent phases (Bouchereau & Rowlands, 2000). 

It can also be said that QFD is used to check the design itself for adequacy in meeting user 

requirements and to translate those requirements into production (Jaiswal, 2012). QFD has the 

ability to highlight opportunities for redesign and perform iterations (Gauthier, et al., 2000) 

In so doing QFD ensures that all requirements are included in the final product solution and 

identifies, as a planning tool, the most important areas where effort should be focused in 

relation to technical capabilities (Jaiswal, 2012). 

If the two categories into which insight is essential in a system are either a product of size and 

stability or product quality (Roedler & Jones, 2005), then this study is focused on product 

quality and specifically on quality by design of the support infrastructure. Quality by design is 

one of the three quality management approaches that also include quality by process control 

and quality by inspection as given by (Arash, 2014). Se Figure 8 

Each category contains measurable concepts that help add specificity about the information. 

Under product quality are the measurable concepts of functional correctness, Portability-
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Usability Dependability-Reliability and Supportability-Maintainability Efficiency that can be 

linked to MDT in equation 1 page 14.  

 QFD methodology also incorporates FMEA as an integral part (Wolf, 2008), also shown in 

Figure 8.   

The House of Quality (HOQ) and FMEA have different roles within the QFD methodology. 

The HOQ has the primary purpose of planning the activities required to augment and 

improve a particular design, how a team should modify the design. It does not analyze the 

effects of failures or breakdowns or the prioritizing of the needs to address breakdowns, which 

is the function of FMEA.  

HOQs are for mapping Critical to Customer requirements (CTC’s) to Critical to Quality 

parameters (CTQ’S) or Measures of Performance to Measures of Effectiveness, while FMEA 

is a tool for quantifying the effects of failing to meet those CTQ’s or MOP. The HOQ should 

not be used to mitigate failure because of the mathematical structure of the HOQ. The HOQ 

is set up on an additive scale where weightings of two user requirements are added together 

after multiplying them with their respective rating factors. It is not intended for prioritizing 

activities for mitigating failure. Furthermore the HOQ does not have fields for identifying and 

analyzing the causes effects and controls related to different potential failure modes. Even the 

math involved in FMEA is different, being of a multiplicative nature where the probability of 

occurrence rating is multiplied by the severity rating which is multiplied by probability of 

escaped detection rating (Wolf, 2008). 
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Figure 8. Quality Management Approaches and Techniques (Arash, 2014) 

To keep in mind for the Integrated Product Teams when prioritizing information needs are 

the factors to be considered in the prioritization of information needs as stated by (Roedler & 

Jones, 2005), they are: 

 Magnitude of the contribution of the item to the overall performance 

 Maturity of necessary technologies that could be a risk to achieving performance 

objectives 

 Ability to discriminate among design alternatives or other technical design alternatives 

 Ability to handle technical, cost or schedule risk within management resources and 

reserves 

 Impact of risk on design alternatives and solution effectiveness for the user 

 Ability to serve as a standard of acceptance for the technical solution 

 Tactical resource management is a goal for this study, as stipulated in the problem description 

(Barbici, 2014). The QFD method is a proactive method which means the question asked is 

what can we do right to avoid problems later?  Opposed to a reactive approach, where the 

question asked is what went wrong and how can it be corrected? It is a move from an 

inspection based approach to designing in quality from the onset. Replacing inconsistent, 

intuitive decision –making processes with a structured one (Bouchereau & Rowlands, 2000). 
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In the problem description of this study, there is a need to do away with re-optimizations after 

the initial optimization of the baseline system. The need for re-optimization can be seen as a 

reactive solution, after the fact. The goal here is to use QFD to get the support solution right 

before deployment to keep the MOE optimal. Suboptimal MOE would otherwise necessitate a 

re-optimization. 

 

 

Figure 9. Transition of HOQ matrices through the four phases of QFD (Gauthier, et al., 2000) 

The primary planning tool of QFD is the HOQ (Rupesh, et al., 2012). As earlier mentioned, 

the QFD method has four phases. The four phases are also referred to as the Clausing Four 

Phase model (QFDonline, 2010). 

Figure 9 shows how Technical Measures may be transferred from one HOQ to another. It 

shows how performance measures in phase one become the input requirements in phase two 

as the prioritized Technical Measures  in phase one become the input to the planning matrix 

in phase two. 

In accordance with the QFD method requirements, optimal tactical management of resource 

needs while maintaining the value of an optimal solution without re-optimization (Barbici, 

2014), will start with a complete identification of requirements. Identification of requirements 

is  done using established norms and standards as in (Försvarsmakten, 2011), using analytical 

techniques like QFD, using consensus through discussion within Integrated Product Teams 

(IPTs) and using heuristics including  past experience and lessons learned (Jones, 2006). 
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The House of Quality (HOQ) process in Quality Function Deployment (QFD) 

The HOQ process as shown in Figure 10 starts in the section of the HOQ labelled A. 

 

 

Figure 10. The House of Quality (HOQ) (Jaiswal, 2012) 

Section A is the first step and will record the user requirements, identify the requirements of a 

specific operative scenario through a requirements or needs analysis. The list of requirements 

gathered must be structured before entry into the HOQ. Affinity and tree diagrams can be 

used for this purpose. Each user statement is written on a separate card before the cards are 

arranged in groups with perceived association by the IPT (QFDonline, 2010) 

Section B, the planning matrix, quantifies customer requirement priorities and their perception 

of the performance of existing products. It allows these priorities to be adjusted based on 

issues that concern the design team. The measures in B are gathered using questionnaires with 
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a predefined scale, but even an Analytical Hierarchy Process can be used allowing pairing of 

requirements. The most important aspect in section B is the importance weighting. The 

importance weighting quantifies the relative importance of each of the customer requirements. 

The results of which are shown alongside the user requirements in section A.  

The second most important thing in B is that a measure of satisfaction with existing products 

can be used.  Other measures as determined by the IPT can be included in the planning 

matrix such as: Planned satisfactory rating, improvement factor and sales point. These 

measures combined with customer importance weighting can be used to calculate an overall 

weighting for each user requirement. Another important function in section B is the deduction 

of the requirements that can be expected that comes together with market data for strategic 

goal setting with a focus on competing products (QFDonline, 2010).  

Section C, which is executed as the second step, includes information to translate the user’s 

needs into technical language. This step focuses on the technical requirements, Technical 

Measures. The technical requirements engineering characteristics here represent the system in 

terms of the system MOP. Information generated by the IPT identifies all measurable 

characteristics. These may be treated the same way as customer/user requirements, as in 

section A, with affinity and tree diagrams and may include intended direction of movement of 

the MOP. 

Section D. In order to connect the requirements to the resource needs the HoQ relationship 

matrix is used. This is where the relationship between the requirements and the ability of the 

support organization to meet the requirements is determined (Creative Industries Research 

Institute, u.d.) This is done as the third step in the HOQ. It establishes the importance of each 

TPM to every need, with numbers showing the degree of relevance of the tie (Rupesh, et al., 

2012). 

The IPT identify where relationships are significant. Asking the question, how significant is 

this user requirement to this performance measure? (QFDonline, 2010). The answer to which 

will fall in any one of the categories listed below will be entered into the relations matrix. 

 9 = for a strong tie/very significant 

 3= not so strong tie/medium 
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 1 = weak tie/low significance 

Section E. The “roof” assesses the interrelations between elements of the technical response 

(Jaiswal, 2012). This section is executed as the forth step. It is referred to as the “roof” of the 

House of Quality where the search for supporting or detrimental behavior, the correlations, 

between the Technical Measures takes place. Not only numbers are important, also couplings 

contribute to complexity. The correlations matrix is where it is determined how the Technical 

Measures impact one another. Strong negative relations and physical contradictions are to be 

eliminated. 

Information in the roof matrix is important because it highlights where a focused design 

improvement can lead to a range of benefits and it focuses attention on negative relations in 

the design. This can give opportunity for innovative solutions which should help avoid the 

need for compromises. 

The IPT needs to ask if the technical measures in the matrix support or impede each other. 

Does improvement in one lead to deterioration or an improvement in the other? 

If there is a deterioration, then a tradeoff exists and a ”-” is entered. 

Where improvement in one leads to an improvement in another a “+” is entered (QFDonline, 

2010). 

Correlation coefficients are represented by the symbols; 

 + = positive correlation 

 - = negative correlation 

 Blank = no relation 

Section F is the final section of the HOQ it summarizes conclusions drawn from data 

contained in the entire matrix and the IPT discussions made from three parts: technical 

priorities, competitive benchmarking and targets. 

Technical priorities give the relative importance of each technical requirement of the product 

in meeting the users specified needs (QFDonline, 2010). 
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Competitive benchmarking is used to compare with the competitors to identify target levels of 

performance to be reached by the new product. 

 Section F contains the prioritization of technical responses, information on the competitors 

and technical responses (Jaiswal, 2012).  This step executed as the fifth step is the development 

of the ranking of the attributes or requirements of the operative scenarios. It takes into account 

factors such as, importance to the operation, scale up factor, target value and sale point leading 

to an absolute weight. 

Important to note in this section is the fact that importance ratings and weights have no 

absolute importance, but are meaningful with respect to each other (Gauthier, et al., 2000)  

Target goals are done by a technical team providing designers with specific technical guidance 

(Arash, 2014). 

Targets give the final output of the HOQ, a set of engineering target values to be met by the 

new product. The IPT compares and draws conclusions about the value. 

Target values 1 – 5 are assigned to the attributes connoting 

 1=  “change unnecessary” 

 3=“improve” 

 5= ”out do competitor” 

The scale up factor is a division of the target value by the operative scenario competitive 

assessment. There are two ways to calculate the absolute weight. 

Absolute weight =importance*target value*sale point. 

Absolute weight =importance*scale up factor*sale point 

Target goals which indicate “how much” of the Technical Measure is optimal, are the end 

result of the optimal tactical management of resource needs as mentioned in the problem 

description. 

The Technical Measure with negative relations or physical contradictions must be rated in 

terms of the technical difficulty of resolution in a technical difficulty assessment. 
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An analysis of the baseline solution gives the technical competitive evaluation from where 

specific values to work with for Technical Measures are derived. 

Ratings 1 – 10 are given to the attributes of the operation scenario, with the least important 

attribute getting a rating of 1 and the most important getting 10. 

The sixth step in the HOQ is the prioritization of the Technical Measure in relation to the 

technical descriptors including the technical difficulty level and the relative and absolute 

weights. See equation 1 below. 

   ∑      
 

   
                                                                        Eq. 2 

Tj = Absolute weight for the TPM. 

Rij=Strength of ties given to the relationships matrix (i = 1…n and j = 1..m). 

Ci=importance to the operative scenario (i=1…n). 

The relative weights are a function of the product of strength of ties matrix and the absolute 

weight of the importance to operative scenario of the requirements. See equation 2 below. 

   ∑      
 

   
                                                             Eq. 3                                                                    

Sj=Relative weights for the TPM. 

di= absolute weights of the operative scenario requirements.  

(Rupesh, et al., 2012) 

The Sj gives the relative weight of the TPM, its relative importance which gives a hierarchy of 

TPM to be used in the experiments for designing an optimal support solution for the 

operative scenarios. 

3.4.2 The Computer Software Tools 

OPUS10 

For strategic estimates this study uses OPUS10, a software tool for support systems 

optimization and cost-effectiveness analyses developed by Systecon AB. OPUS10 is used in 
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this study to give an estimate of the MOE. The MOE estimate from OPUS10 can be seen as a 

strategic estimate. It is not dependent on the day to day utilization but rather on a utilization 

factor to produce target MOE when the system is in a steady state over a long time 

perspective. In this study the MOE estimate from OPUS10 will be used as the target of 

performance in the Tolerance Band, above which the support infrastructure meets performance 

requirements se Figure 11. The OPUS10 estimate is chosen for this purpose because it is 

interpreted as an average performance. 

SIMLOX 

For operative estimates this study uses SIMLOX, a software tool for simulation and analysis of 

operational and logistics support scenarios. It is also used to understand availability 

performance. This study uses SIMLOX estimates as the upper limit in the tolerance band 

above which the system exceeds requirements and resources may be subjected to reallocation. 

See Figure 11. The SIMLOX estimate is chosen for this purpose because it is a product of 

time dependent utilization and therefore closer to actual performance. 

 

QFD 

The Quality Function Deployment software used in this study is available free of charge online 

(QFDonline, 2010). 

QFD ACCESS SIMLOX Combination 

For tactical estimates this study proposes using a combination of QFD, SIMLOX and 

ACCESS desktop database software to run experiments based on resource prioritization done 

in the Quality Function Deployment (QFD) House of Quality (HOQ). This is done to give a 

performance estimate for the support infrastructure based on facts in the actual system 

operating environment. A drawback in using the ACCESS tool is that is that the results of the 

QFD experiments have to be manually transferred to ACCESS. The difficulty presented while 

using SIMLOX lies in the fact that with every modification of the SIMLOX report setup 

configuration (*.sxs), results other than that in SIMLOX format require additional 

development. 
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3.4.3 Feasibility analysis 

This analysis assesses the likelihood of achieving the estimated values per the progress plan or 

performance profile. In this study this means the progress of the project to optimize the 

support infrastructure. This analysis is conducted during initial planning and all subsequent re-

plans due to changes in functionality, availability of actual project data, changes in assumptions 

or failure to meet current plans. Feasibility analysis either confirms the planning that resulted 

from the estimation analysis or provides alternatives that have a higher probability of 

achievement. Since only parts of the plan cause the plan to be infeasible it is important to 

understand and correct these parts. To reach acceptable alternatives it may be necessary to 

consider trades among the product, project and other attributes. 

Feasibility analysis considers: the basis of the estimate, realism of adjustments, confidence in 

the estimation and estimation techniques, validity of changes in assumptions, changes in 

product attributes that may affect the estimate and comparison of related KPP or other relevant 

parameters. 

Key to the feasibility plan for technical achievement is that: 

The target values support achievement of overall product objectives 

The rate of planned progress is reasonable (achievable based on historical performance and 

current technology) 

Planned performance is consistent with past performance capability as adjusted for new 

processes and technology (rationale should be agreed to and understood for process and 

technology adjustments) 

Target values such as operational availability, should be reasonable within the context of use. 

Risks for unprecedented target values have been identified and accounted for. 

(Roedler & Jones, 2005) 

3.4.4 Performance analysis 

Performance analysis is conducted to determine whether the development of a system solution 

is meeting plans, assumptions and targets. If a performance profile has been established, the 
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performance analysis examines whether the Technical Measures is within the established 

tolerance bands and is likely to achieve the required thresholds. Performance analysis should 

be performed periodically after the project has committed to a technical plan. 

Performance deviations that exceed tolerance bands of the planned parameter values of the 

performance profile reflect problems that must be addressed. Evidence of trends that that are 

likely to exceed the tolerance bands in the future if not addressed reflect risks that may require 

mitigation. Identification and analysis of trends is essential to provide predictive insight and 

allow management to take action before the associated risks turn into problems. 

When these risks or problems are identified, it is necessary to determine their cause and assess 

the potential impact on higher level parameters, interface requirements and the overall value 

and cost effectiveness of the system solution. 

Where trends exist and tolerance bands have not been exceeded performance outcomes should 

be predicted by extrapolating current trends and considering future events and influences 

(Roedler & Jones, 2005). 

For these problems and higher rated risks i.e. likely to exceed tolerance bands, alternative 

courses of action should be developed showing the expected cost, schedule and technical 

impact of each alternative and the evaluation of the alternatives against established criteria. 

Where performance exceeds the tolerance bands, blue area in Figure 11, such that there is an 

over achievement of the requirement opportunities for reallocation of requirements and 

resources should be examined and tracked (Roedler & Jones, 2005). 

 

Figure 11. Definition of Performance Thresholds in Tolerance Bands (Lynn, 2004) 
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When the performance has been successful it is good practice to understand the success in 

terms of the planning, estimation, feasibility analysis and corrective or preventive action put in 

place. This is the basis of valuable lessons learned for incorporation into the standard processes 

and for future project work. 

In this study the performance analysis will start with design of experiments based on the 

Estimation Analysis, done in the QFD Excel based software ranking the most important MOP 

for achieving desired MOE. 

Experiments are designed for use with an ACCESS software database tool and fed into the 

tool using an experiments table constructed as per Table 2. This table contains the paths to the 

parameters to be modified in the SIMLOX tables. 

Table 2. Example of an Experiment Table 

EID KEY VALUE 

Ex1 StationStructure.TFRMS.LOG 6 

Ex2 SystemDeployment.QTYPS.RG32M 1 

Ex3 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄ RGÄRE 1 

Ex3 ResourceDeployment.RQYT.MEKÄNIKER 7 

 

 The experiments table is the input to the modification of the baseline tables in the Access tool 

prior to start of simulation. The table columns denote: 

 EID- Experiment identification 

 KEY- Identifier of each instance of parameter change. Built up according to: <table 

name>.<column name>.<key1>.<key 2>.<key3> 

 VALUE-Column value 

For each experiment in the experiments table the sequence of events in the Access tool will be 

such that: 

The baseline support will be modified with the values of the current experiment. 

The simulation will be started. 
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The results from the experiment will be received and stored. 

 (Lousseief, 2007) 

3.5 Optimization 

The first step in employing optimization in a design problem is to define the objective and the 

constraints. These enter the design space as goals and requirements (Gauthier, et al., 2000). 

The objective here is the design of an optimum support infrastructure.  Taking a number of 

requirements or risks for each of the two chosen scenarios and treating them with the aim of 

establishing a hierarchy among them. After establishing through a sensitivity analysis, 

boundaries within which chosen parameters cause significant change in the MOE, design 

experiments are carried out in order to observe the changes in MOE for every experiment. 

The experiment that gives a design that produces MOE results close to the target MOE value 

is chosen. Actual performance is simulated and compared to target MOE value. If not 

satisfactory a design tradeoff is made. Actual performance is simulation carried out with the 

new design and results observed. If there is need to alter the target a new optimization if done 

in OPUS10 for a new target.  

3.5.1 Protection of Humanitarian Assistance 

The first of the expected operative scenarios is the mission for Protection of Humanitarian 

Assistance (Haglund, 2007). 

In this study the mission to protect humanitarian assistance will be modelled and have the 

attributes and requirements of a low intensity Combat Logistics Patrol (CLP). A supply 

distribution operation with armed escort (Thompson, 2012) 

Following the methodology of a CLP, what is important for any CLP is the availability of 

Gun trucks, communications, navigation, weapon systems, fire suppression systems, recovery 

and salvage operations, crew systems, combat life savers and the 3 C’s concept The concept 

stands for the self-confidence, confidence in the equipment and confidence in the leaders 

(Bond, 2007) 

Having RG32M in lieu of gun trucks, the support system in a low intensity CLP will have to 

provide availability in a wide area “Tyranny of distance” (Akil, et al., 2014), for long periods 
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of time, sometimes cut off from logistics bases while keeping a minimum average speed per 

day in order to meet the required number of deliveries on a shifting terrain and finally at the 

end of each day being used in a sentry role. 

From the information got from reconnaissance, the critical starting questions etc. crystalize the 

critical key performance requirements or risks. These are the scope of the operation, the pace 

of the operation, the availability and duration from which we select the critical technical 

parameters as ordained by the IPT. 

The risks in this study have been identified as availability, scope, duration, endurance, 

range/day, pace and terrain. This has been done by the author in place of an IPT.  

For each risk, a risk analysis is carried out (Bahil Terry, 2006) 

Risk analysis 

The risk to availability is that there may not be enough systems to carry out missions. The 

probability of this risk is deemed high and its effects severe the risk mitigation plan is to 

monitor the availability as the Key Performance Parameter. 

The risk of the scope of the operation is the large geographical area to be covered by the 

operation in this scenario. The probability of an overwhelming scope is high and its severity is 

also considered high. The risk mitigation plan is to monitor changes in the scope to enable 

planning and trade-offs. 

Duration of the mission as a risk is the length of time the mission scenario will take. The 

probability and severity is judged to be high. The mission duration is monitored for any 

changes to enable trade-offs to be made to maintain availability. 

The pace of the operation as a risk is based on the need for a minimum number of kilometers 

to be covered per day in order for the humanitarian assistance to be effective. The probability 

of this risk is deemed to be medium but its severity very high. To mitigate this risk the pace is 

added to be monitored as a Measure of Performance. 
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Terrain is a risk that is brought about by the system being utilized off-road. The probability 

and severity is deemed high a. The risk mitigation plan is to make percentage of off-road 

utilization a Measure of Performance. 

This risk analysis will form the basis of the MOP/TPM. The information in the design tables 

include: Name of the MOP/TPM, its purpose, Source requirement, Priority or Risk level, 

what should be measured? How should it be measured? How often should it be measured? 

During which project phase should it be measured? How should it be displayed? To whom 

should it be presented?  There is a need to know the threshold above or below which action 

is necessary and who should perform this action. (Bahil Terry, 2006). 

Both the risk analysis and the TPM/MOP can be seen in table form in appendices A and B. 

3.5.2 Guarantee and Denial of Movement 

The mission to guarantee and deny movement is assumed to carry the same risks as with the 

Protection of humanitarian assistance, but less regularly and with more sentry roles and less 

mobility. 

By choosing the third of the expected operative scenarios, mission to Guarantee or Deny 

Movement (Haglund, 2007). It is assumed in this study that the mission to deny or guarantee 

movement will involve the use of more electronic surveillance assets than the mission for 

Protection of Humanitarian Assistance (US ARMY, 1994).  

Risk Analysis 

The additional risk associated with Guarantee and Denial of Movement is surveillance. 

The risk to surveillance is the ability to keep situational awareness 24 hours a day. The 

probability of this risk as well as its severity is considered to be high the risk mitigation plan is 

to monitor the trends in the availability for surveillance through attribute substitution of MOP. 

The risk analysis and TPM/MOP design tables can be seen in appendices A and B 

Estimation Analysis 

An estimation analysis is done for the two scenarios. MOE are identified from the results of 

the needs analysis which were done using Technical Measure templates. Data for the attributes 
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of the drivers are collected in the templates. The names, description, probability, severity and 

risk mitigation plan are all recorded in the templates. The requirements for which predictions 

needed, the key drivers of variation are grouped together as KPP. Relationships between 

measurable attributes of the drivers are noted as they are to be avoided (Roedler & Jones, 

2005) 

Optimization is done in OPUS10 for the baseline scenario (Wijk, 2007) initially done for a 

steady state solution based on the assumption of constant utilization, given by a utilization 

factor. 

The optimal availability given in OPUS10 is initially to establish targets for numerical 

expectations. It provides a target estimate of the KPP. To be reevaluated as more accurate data 

becomes available. Reevaluation is done at key milestones as more correct estimates of other 

parameters are determined from the area of operation as stated in 3.4. To be noted is the 

OPUS10 analysis the coupling between availability and cost see Figure 12. 

 

Figure 12. Optimal Cost Effectiveness Curve (Wijk, 2007) 

QFD House of Quality 

For estimation analysis, Re-evaluation of estimates and investigation of couplings between 

Technical Measures, these are done with QFD methodology using the HOQ tool. 

Technical Measurement methodology emphasizes investigation of coupling of parameters to 

one another during estimation analysis see Section 3.4.  
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The Measures of Performance (MOP) enter the HOQ as the technical requirements also 

called the Substitute Quality Characteristics. 

In the HOQ relations matrix the relations are graded on a four tier significance scale. Great 

significance in relationship is represented by a symbol Θ and has the value 9. Medium 

significance in relationship has its symbol Ο and the value 3. Insignificant relationship has its 

symbol ▲ and the value 1. No significance has no symbol and the value 0. See Figure 13 

Availability as a requirement was found to have a significant relationship to mechanics with a 

value of 9, an insignificant relationship to the roads and refrigeration technicians with a value 

of 1. Lifting gear, salvage car, terrain and basic tools were found to have a significant 

relationship with a value 9. T1 tools and general tools were found to have moderate 

significance with the value 3, idle time was found to have no significance to availability. 

The difference between the requirements on scope compared to the availability requirement 

was that the scope has a significant relationship to the refrigeration technicians with a value of 

9, a moderate relationship to the lifting gear with a value of 3, a significant relationship to the 

idle time and the road time with a value of 9. 

Relative to the scope longevity as a requirement had more need for the general tools with a 

significance value of 9 to 3 and less road type dependency with a value of 1to 9 for the road 

and 3 to 9 for terrain. 

On endurance as a requirement, compared to longevity, there was no need for lifting gear 

compared to 3 for longevity but more dependency on the road 3 compared to 1 for longevity 

and 9 compared to 3 for terrain. 

The range per day compared to endurance gave less dependence on mechanics 3 to 9, less on 

refrigeration technicians 1 to 9, more on lifting gear 1 to 0, less on salvage car 3 to 9, less on 

T1 tools 1 to 3, less on diagnostic tools1 to 9, less on idle time 0 to 9 and more on road time 

9 to 3. 

The pace compared to the range gave less dependency on mechanics1 to 3, less dependency 

on salvage car 1 to 3, less on basic tools 1-3 and less on T1 tools 0 to1. 
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The type-of-road ratio compared to the pace gave more dependence on lifting gear 9 to 1, 

salvage car 9 to1, basic tools 3 to 1, T1 tools 1 to 0, diagnostic tools1 to 0 and general tools 9 

to1.  

 

Figure 13. Signs Showing Relational Significance in the HOQ 

The surveillance requirement is added to the requirements to cater for the function crucial to 

the mission to guarantee or deny movement. This additional requirement gave, compared to 

the type-of-road ratio, more need for mechanics 3 to 1, more need for basic tools 9 to 3, more 

need for diagnostic tools 9 to1, more idle time 9 to 0 and less significance of road time 0 to 9.  

The correlations matrix giving the interrelations between the elements of the technical response 

the MOP was estimated as shown in detail in appendices M and O. 

Feasibility analysis is the study of the likelihood of achieving estimated values as per progress 

plan, performance profile or initial planning. This means all subsequent planning or even 

change in the requirements will mean overall re-planning. When applied to the HOQ matrices 

this means the evaluation of the of the decision points made when considering the basis of the 

estimates, realism of adjustments etc. see 3.4.  

Since only parts of the plan cause the plan to be infeasible it is important to understand and 

correct these parts (Roedler & Jones, 2005) QFD helps in this regard. The House of Quality 

is a good tool to use for the purpose of correcting estimates as a result of changes in 

requirements. 

The feasibility analysis investigates the basis of the estimate, realism of adjustments, confidence 

in the estimation, validity of changes in assumption, changes in the project or product 
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attributes and comparison of related KPP or other relevant parameters (Roedler & Jones, 

2005) 

 

Figure 14. Extract from PHA House of Quality showing relative weight of MOP 

 

Figure 15. Extract from GDM House of Quality showing relative weight of MOP 

 

The result of the HOQ analysis gives a prioritized set of MOP. The complete Houses of 

quality used are given in appendices N and O. 
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For the Protection of Humanitarian Assistance the prioritized MOP are in order of priority are 

as shown in Figure 14 : 

1. The terrain ,  

2. Salvage car,  

3. Basic tools   

4. Mechanics  

For the Guarantee and Denial of Movement, the prioritized MOP are in order of priority as 

shown in Figure 15: 

1. The terrain 

2. Basic tools 

3. Salvage car 

4. Diagnostic tools  

 

 

Figure 16. Extract from the Table of Design Experiments 

Figure 16 shows an extract of the design experiments. The complete table can be seen in 

Appendices E. 

3.5.3 Performance analysis  

The prioritized MOP form the basis for the design of experiments as used in Figure 17. 

 

 

Experiment Number MOP 1 MOP 2 MOP 3 MOP 4 

Ex1 Min Min Min   
Ex2 Min Min Norm   
Ex3 Min Min Max   
Ex4 Min  Min   Min 
Ex5 Min Min   Norm 
Ex6 Min  Min   Max 
Ex7 Min Max Min   
Ex8 Min Max Norm   
Ex9 Min Max Max   
Ex10 Min Max   Min 
Ex11 Min Max   Norm 
Ex12 Min  Max   Max 
Ex13 Max Min Min   
Ex14 Max Min Norm   
Ex15 Max Min Max   
Ex16 Max Min   Min 
Ex17 Max Min   Norm 
Ex18 Max Min   Max 
Ex19 Max Max Min   
Ex20 Max Max  Norm   
Ex21 Max Max Max   
Ex22 Max Max   Min 
Ex23 Max Max   Norm 
Ex24 Max Max   Max 
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The Simulation Tool 

 

Figure 17. Extract of an Experiment Setup for the ACCESS tool 

 

SIMLOX gives a solution optimized based on a mission profile to give the expected utilization 

as shown in the example in Figure 18. 

 

Figure 18. SIMLOX System Availability for the Baseline 

Sensitivity Analysis 
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For each MOP prioritized in the QFD House of Quality a sensitivity analysis was carried out 

to determine the span within which a change in the MOP affects the MOE. This was done by 

incrementally adding values to the MOP and then simulating in SIMLOX to find the 

corresponding MOE value using Access to execute one or several experiments simulations 

after each other. The results are shown below in: Figure 19, Figure 20, Figure 21, Figure 22, 

and Figure 23 

 

Figure 19. Sensitivity to Terrain 

 

Figure 20. Sensitivity to Number of Salvage Cars 
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Figure 21. Sensitivity to Basic Tool Kits 

 

Figure 22. Sensitivity to Diagnostic Tools 
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Figure 23. Sensitivity to Number of Mechanics 

Design Experiments 

The experiments to be used later for the tradeoff analysis are generated from the prioritized 

MOP in the QFD House of Quality. Using the top four prioritized MOP for each scenario, 

the experiments for different support infrastructure designs were made and are shown in table 

form in appendices C.  

The experiments featured different combination of maximum, minimum and normal values for 

the prioritized MOP for the operative scenarios. The results of the experiments are plotted in 

Figure 24for the Protection of Humanitarian Assistance scenario and in Figure 25 for the 

Guarantee and Denial of Movement scenario.  
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Figure 24. Design Experiments PHA 

 

Figure 25. Design Experiments GDM 
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4 Results  

To reach acceptable alternatives it may be necessary to consider trades among the product, 

project and other attributes (Roedler & Jones, 2005). The experiments have shown which 

designs have room for tradeoff. The drivers of variation are the MOP that will vary from 

design to design. A change in design is a tradeoff of these MOPS depending on the target.  

The design experiments enable the identification of experiments that best approximate the 

target given by the C/E curve.These experiments(parameters) are used within the tolerance 

band to keep availability in the proximity of the target. 

In accordance with Technical Measurement methodology, Estimation Analysis gives that we 

need to predict availability for use as a target in the tolerance band. The relationship between 

the drivers was checked in the correlations matrix in the HOQ. Data for the attributes of the 

drivers are given by the NBG08 study. 

The C/E curve gives an optimum MOE value of 82% for constant utilization in a steady state. 

The first estimates are generated for the baseline in SIMLOX. A simulation of the baseline 

scenario gives an estimated total availability of 95% based on a given mission profile se Figure 

26. 

The NBG 08 study had a requirement of 75% tactical availability (Wijk, 2007). 

Feasibility Analysis 

Target values such as operational availability, should be reasonable within the context of use 

(Roedler & Jones, 2005). The KPP estimated value of 95,34% is high. The lower boundary at 

75% is also high. There is a risk of not meeting these performance boundaries based on the 

NBG08 study where operational availability was 50% in one simulation of tactical availability. 

Feasibility analysis will involve investigating the reliability of the technical system.RG32M is 

considered old reliable technology, with low risk as far as technology readiness levels are 

concerned. 
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The relationship between the requirements is investigated in the planning matrix. Utilities are 

used to grade the requirements for feasibility. 

The need to know if the risk impact is acceptable is also part of the Feasibility study. 

Alternative design solutions will be sought for unacceptable risks. 

 

 

Figure 26 Total baseline system availability 

4.1 Scenario Simulations  

An Estimation Analysis similar to the one carried out for Protection of Humanitarian 

Assistance as is done for Guarantee and Denial of Movement scenario. 

The design experiments enable the identification of experiments that best approximate the 

target given by the C/E curve.These experiments(parameters) are used within the tolerance 

band to keep availability in the proximity of the target. 

Data from the vicinity of the data used for a chosen design experiment is used to simulate 

actual use. An assumption is made that variation in the variables i.e the variations in the values 

of the MOP will be small and in the vicinity of the allocated quantity.  

4.1.1 Protection of Humanitarian Assistance Tolerance Band 

Performance Analysis 

In the Protection of Humanitarian Assistance scenario design number 17 is first chosen 
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fall short of the target for design 17. Which was to Maximize MOP1, terrain ratio, Minimize 

MOP2, number of salvage trucks and take a median of MOP4, The number of mechanics. 

Design 17 is simulated for actual performance with four cases see appendix K. Cases 172 and 

174 in Figure 27, are in the yellow zone as per Figure 11. These cases are showing an 

alarming trend and therefore a need for action. The alternatives for action are a design trade, a 

new risk mitigation plan, a change in the design requirements or plan. In this case we chose a 

design change as a solution. 

Case 171 and Case 173 are in the red zone requires program design action, a new risk 

mitigation plan, a change in the design requirements or plans. 

Case 172 is the only simulation of actual use of design 17 that comes close to meeting the 

target availability. 

 

Figure 27. Tolerance Band PHA Design 17 

The variances show that there is a big risk of not meeting the target availability. This makes it 

necessary to change the design. This should be done to move the center of gravity of the 

experiments closer to the target performance. In that case a new design should be tested. 
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In order to increase the availability, design 20 is chosen, see Figure 24. Simulation of four 

cases of design 20 shows the results shown in Figure 28. Here it can be seen that three of the 

four cases give availability above the upper limit. This gives the opportunity to either continue 

with tradeoffs to bring the availability closer to target or to change the target. In case the 

solution to change the target is chosen. A new optimization in OPUS10 will have to be done 

as the earlier optimization target  of  82%  as given by the Cost Effectiveness curve, see Figure 

12, does not cover the difference between the target and the upper limit.  

 

Figure 28. Tolerance Band PHA Design 17 and 20 

When a new target has been set, if it is close enough to the actual performance then 

performance of the support infrastructure is deemed to be satisfactory. If not then the tradeoff 

process continues. See Figure 29. 
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Figure 29. Tolerance Band PHA with new target 

4.1.2 Guarantee and Denial of Movement Tolerance Band 

Performance Analysis 

Actual performance of design 4 which was to Minimize MOP1 which was terrain for GDM, 

Minimize MOP2 which is basic tools, Minimize MOP4 which is diagnostic tools. The design 

is shown to surpass the upper limit in three cases, with one case falling just below the target. 

This gives room for a tradeoff. There is little risk in this scenario. 

Cases 41, 42 and 43, see Figure 30, are in the blue zone see Figure 11. There may be a need 

to adjust the target value and take relief elsewhere. 

Case 44 is in the yellow zone showing an alarming trend. What is needed is either to put the 

case on a risk watch list, do a requirements design trade, make a new risk mitigation plan, 

change the design requirements or plan. We change the design. 
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Figure 30. Tolerance Band GDM Design 4 

The new design chosen is 19, see Figure 25. This new design is intended to be used in 

tradeoff experiments to bring availability closer to the target. Figure 31shows that the 

application of design 19 does not bring availability sufficiently close to the target. Again two 

options are available: Continue with tradeoff analyses or a new estimates analysis i.e.  to 

change the target. 
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Figure 31. Tolerance Band GDM Design 4 and 19 

If after a new Estimation analysis a decision is made to change the target, then a new 

optimization will be required in OPUS10 as the difference between the target and the upper 

limit is not covered by the available Cost Effectiveness Curve. See Figure 32. 

 

Figure 32. Tolerance Band GDM with new target 
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5 Discussion  

5.1 Optimization of support infrastructure 

The optimization was made qualitative because a demand on this study has been to provide 

optimal tactical management of resources. The solution offered was to have the ability to 

provide quick answers to a complex problem 

This has been provided by the qualitative analysis done with the inherent advantages of 

qualitative analysis. 

Feasibility and estimation analysis in OPUS10 and subsequent estimation analyses using QFD 

methodology required a lot of expert knowledge. This was not available in this study. Instead 

a one man IPT comprising of the author did the feasibility, estimation and performance 

analyses. The results of this study can therefore be seen as proposals a solutions only. A valid 

solution can be brought to reality using the proposed methods by a properly constituted IPT. 

A qualitative solution will require qualified experts but has the advantage of not necessarily 

requiring understanding of mathematical relationships. This will be an advantage when the 

Integrated Product Teams will not completely compose of people knowledgeable in 

mathematics. 

Furthermore the qualitative analysis proposed is applicable to complex subjective issues. It will 

be useful in setting the fuzzy targets for the MOE base on facts on the ground. MOE are 

functions of operational requirements. They are therefore often set by the rule of thumb. 

Reconnaissance is also a subjective issue to which qualitative analysis as if proposed in this 

study is useful. 

In the performance analysis the trends can be used when trend data is available to enhance the 

tolerance bands. In the absence of trend data the upper and lower limits are used. There has 

been no attempt at predicting because of the lack of possibility of extrapolating current trends 

and considering future events and influences. 
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5.1.1 Tradeoff design cases 

Having used QFD as a qualitative planning tool to organize data in a logical and systematic 

way, and captured the voice of the user. Additional methods have to be found for quantifying 

the voice of the customer or customer requirements. 

Other difficulties with using the QFD method include the fact that manual input of customer 

requirements into the HOQ is time consuming. 

The QFD method too has not been used to its full potential because of the lack of experts to 

fill in the relational and correlational matrices. The strength of relations has for example not 

been precisely defined. There has also been a difficulty in establishing a connection between 

the customer requirements and the technical properties of the support infrastructure. 
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6 Conclusion 

The initial question on how to do ”optimal tactical management of resource needs in order to 

maintain optimized values and avoid the cost of re-optimizations” (Barbici, 2014)  can been 

broken down into four questions: What is optimal tactical management? How are resources 

managed to affect MOE? How can re-optimizations be avoided? And if re-optimizations can’t 

be avoided when should they be done? 

This study has shown a way for tactical management of resources by optimization of the 

support infrastructure. This is a method that can be used as a complement to OPUS10 

analyses which are strategic in nature and SIMLOX simulations which are operative in nature. 

The study in answering the second question has shown how using the methodology of 

Technical Measurement and Quality Function Deployment one can manage the Measures of 

Effectiveness like availability. 

It has also been shown in this study how the QFD methodology in being proactive limits the 

need to perform re-optimization by presenting support infrastructure that is tailored from the 

onset to the needs of the user. 

As to when the optimization should be done, this study proposes using the initial Cost 

Effectiveness curve used to estimate the Measure of Effectiveness until the performance in the 

tolerance band indicates a trend towards values of the MOE not found on the C/E curve in 

use. At that point a decision need to be made on a new estimate and that is best done through 

an OPUS10 analysis. 
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7 Future extensions  

As data becomes available from the projects it becomes possible to estimate future 

performance of the support system. There is knowledge of what performance to expect. This 

will enable the establishment of tolerance bands and the planning of profiles to help in 

monitoring risk and to observe trends and history in the performance. 

Tolerance bands help show that if performance is planned and actual performance is working 

according to plan the project may be in the green zone as seen in Figure 33 even if the end 

state target performance has not been attained. 
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Figure 33 TPM Planned , Actual and Target Performance (Ferraro, 2002) 

In the future there will be a need to design better experiments for the designs, the designs 

used in this study are only to illustrate the possibilities. 

There are much more estimates to be got from the HOQ than are used in this study. By 

reducing the ranks of the matrix using mathematical methods to facilitate early design iteration 

and optimization, greater utility can be extracted from the fields of data presented in the QFD 

matrices using optimization tools that are within reach of most firms using QFD (Gauthier, et 

al., 2000). QFD can be improved by using Fuzzy logic, Artificial Neural Networks and 

Taguchi methods (Bouchereau & Rowlands, 2000) 
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Appendices A. Technical Measurement Relationship to WBS 

To serve as a comprehensive management tool, Technical Measurement specification may 

identify the WBS element associated with it, this then provides a connection to the earned 

value management system EVMS. This facilitates management understanding of cost , 

schedule and technical relationships. Measures are related to cost and schedule, they provide 

the complete status of the program/project, in this thesis the optimization of support 

infrastructure. Measures traceable to the WBS are preferred (Ferraro, 2002).  

Rational analysis will require quantitative measures that show how the system is satisfying its 

requirements or meeting its goals. These measures are Technical Measures which help in 

establishing a range of acceptability as shown in Figure 5.  One importance of Technical 

Measures is that they can surface inadequacies in terms of time and dollars. They complement 

cost/schedule performance measurement and provide basis for cost/schedule revision. They 

facilitate verification of results achieved against technical requirements and that remaining 

technical work can be accomplished within established budgets (Ferraro, 2002).  

However to avoid inadvertently relying on unreliable data from Technical Measures in a 

Tolerance Band, an uncertainty bar should be included to show unreliable data in a diagram in 

case of significant risk or  in the projects infancy. Measurement status can be deceiving unless 

uncertainty is understood (Lynn, 2004) 

Appendices B. Details of the TPM process 

To start with, TPM may be identified from legacy systems. In this study the baseline system. 

They may also be derived from data collected from prototypes and simplified versions of the 

real system such as models and simulations. 

TPM cover: key requirements that are the user’s main requirements, requirements important to 

the mission, key functions or system level functions essential to the performance of the system 

and critical design features which represent uncertainty with respect to confidence in the design 

and the technical risk that is shown as borderline performance (Bahil Terry, 2006). 
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To be useful for evaluation of the probability of satisfying the system requirements, TPM must 

be quantitative. This means data will be expensive to gather, limiting the gathering of TPM to 

those linked to high priority requirements with given risk levels see Figure 34 

A step by step TPM process would include: prioritizing key performance requirements or 

candidate TPM, selecting critical technical parameters, performing risk analysis, defining TPM 

by specifying attributes in the TPM template, expert reviewing the TPM, assigning 

responsibility for their management, incorporating TPM into corporate documents, using 

project risk management to track and report TPM, performing risk management, collecting 

data and improving the TPM process. (Bahil Terry, 2006).  

 

Figure 34. Typical TPM process (Bahil Terry, 2006) 

TPM parameters are expected to be dropped, added or modified as the life cycle progresses. 

Since TPMs provide insight into the technical risks it is expected that the values will change as 

the risks of the project or their relative priorities change. 

The origin of Measures of Effectiveness information is historical operational information, 

operational risks and user priorities. 

Measures of Performance are the source of information on Measures of Effectiveness, the Key 

Performance Parameters, customer priorities, technical requirements and technical alternatives 

under consideration. 

Technical Performance Measures provide information on: customer priorities, technical 

requirements, technical alternatives under consideration and on Measures of Performance. 
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Appendices C. Template for Risk Analysis 

Name Availability 

Description 
There must be enough vehicles to carry out the tasks otherwise the 

mission will be a failure 

Probability High 

Severity High 

Risk mitigation plan Monitor as Key Performance Parameter KPP. 

    

Name Scope 

Description 
The area to cover is very large with very limited maintenance 

resources 

Probability High 

Severity Very High 

Risk mitigation plan Monitor changes in the scope to enable trade-offs where necessary 

    

Name Longevity 

Description The mission is going to take a long time 

Probability High 

Severity High 

Risk mitigation plan Monitor changes in the duration to enable trade-off if necessary 

    

Name Pace 

Description 
Humanitarian supply must be taken a given minimum distance per 

day to be effective 

Probability Medium 

Severity Very High 

Risk mitigation plan 
Ensure vehicles are in excellent condition.  

  

    

Name Terrain 

Description Off road operations will increase frequency of  breakdowns 

Probability High 

Severity High 

Risk mitigation plan 

Make this a MOP 

Through attribute substitution. 

    

Name Surveillance 

Description To keep situational awareness 24 hours a day 

Probability High 

Severity  High 

Risk mitigation plan Make it a MOP  
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Appendices D. TPM Design 

 

 

Name Mechanics 

Purpose Ensure that vehicles are maintained 

Source  

requirement 

Availability, Scope, Longevity, Endurance, Type-of-road 

Priority or Risk 

level 

High 

What should be 

measured? 

Number of mechanics 

How should it be 

measured? 

By received reports from operative environment 

How often should 

it be measured? 

Continually 

During which 

project phase 

should it be 

measured? 

All phases 

How should it be 

displayed? 

Table 

To whom should it 

be presented? 

IPT  

Threshold above 

or below which 

action is 

necessary. 

Availability Tolerance Band lower and upper limits  

What action 

should be 

performed 

Tradeoff if necessary 

Who should 

perform this 

action 

IPT 
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Name Refrigeration Technicians 

Purpose Maintenance of cooling facilities 

Source  

requirement 

Longevity, Endurance and Scope 

Priority or Risk 

level 

High 

What should be 

measured? 

Number of refrigeration technicians 

How should it 

be measured? 

Reports from operative environment 

How often 

should it be 

measured? 

Continually 

During which 

project phase 

should it be 

measured? 

All phases 

How should it 

be displayed? 

In tables 

To whom 

should it be 

presented? 

IPT 

Threshold 

above or below 

which action is 

necessary. 

Availability Tolerance Bands upper and lower limits 

What action 

should be 

performed 

Trade off should be carried out if necessary  

Who should 

perform this 

action 

IPT 
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Name Lifting Gear 

Purpose Loading and off loading 

Source  

requirement 

Availability 

Priority or 

Risk level 

High 

What should 

be measured? 

Number of lifting gear 

How should it 

be measured? 

Reports from the operating environment 

How often 

should it be 

measured? 

continually 

During which 

project phase 

should it be 

measured? 

All phases 

How should it 

be displayed? 

Table 

To whom 

should it be 

presented? 

IPT 

Threshold 

above or 

below which 

action is 

necessary. 

Availability Tolerance Bands upper and lower limits 

What action 

should be 

performed 

Trade-off if needed 

Who should 

perform this 

action 

IPT 
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Name Salvage Car 

Purpose Recovery of unserviceable vehicles 

Source  

requirement 

Availability, Scope, Longevity, Endurance and Type-of- road ratio 

Priority or Risk 

level 

High 

What should be 

measured? 

Number of salvage cars 

How should it be 

measured? 

Reports from operative environment 

How often should 

it be measured? 

continually 

During which 

project phase 

should it be 

measured? 

All phases 

How should it be 

displayed? 

Table 

To whom should 

it be presented? 

IPT 

Threshold above 

or below which 

action is 

necessary. 

Availability Tolerance Band upper and lower limits. 

What action 

should be 

performed 

Trade-off if necessary 

Who should 

perform this 

action 

IPT 
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Name Basic Tool Kit 

Purpose Used by mechanics and technicians for maintenance 

Source  

requirement 

Availability, Scope, Longevity and Endurance 

Priority or Risk 

level 

High 

What should be 

measured? 

Number of basic tool kits 

How should it be 

measured? 

Reports from operative environment 

How often should 

it be measured? 

Continually 

During which 

project phase 

should it be 

measured? 

All phases 

How should it be 

displayed? 

Table  

To whom should it 

be presented? 

IPT 

Threshold above 

or below which 

action is 

necessary. 

Availability Tolerance Band upper and lower limits 

What action 

should be 

performed 

Trade-off  

Who should 

perform this 

action 

IPT 
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Name Tool Kit T1 

Purpose Used by mechanics and technicians for maintenance 

Source  

requirement 

Availability, Scope, Longevity and Endurance 

Priority or Risk 

level 

Medium 

What should be 

measured? 

Number of T1 tool kits 

How should it be 

measured? 

Reports from operative environment 

How often should 

it be measured? 

Continually 

During which 

project phase 

should it be 

measured? 

All phases 

How should it be 

displayed? 

Table  

To whom should it 

be presented? 

IPT 

Threshold above 

or below which 

action is 

necessary. 

Availability Tolerance Band upper and lower limits 

What action 

should be 

performed 

Trade-off  

Who should 

perform this 

action 

IPT 
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Name Diagnostic Tools 

Purpose Used by mechanics and technicians diagnostics before maintenance 

Source  

requirement 

Availability, Scope, Longevity and Endurance 

Priority or Risk 

level 

High 

What should be 

measured? 

Number of diagnostic tools 

How should it be 

measured? 

Reports from operative environment 

How often should 

it be measured? 

Continually 

During which 

project phase 

should it be 

measured? 

All phases 

How should it be 

displayed? 

Table  

To whom should it 

be presented? 

IPT 

Threshold above 

or below which 

action is 

necessary. 

Availability Tolerance Band upper and lower limits 

What action 

should be 

performed 

Trade-off  
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Who should 

perform this 

action 

IPT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Name General Tool Kit 

Purpose Used by mechanics and technicians for maintenance 

Source  

requirement 

Longevity, Type-of-road and Endurance 

Priority or Risk 

level 

High 

What should be 

measured? 

Number of General tool kits 

How should it be 

measured? 

Reports from operative environment 

How often should 

it be measured? 

Continually 

During which 

project phase 

should it be 

measured? 

All phases 

How should it be 

displayed? 

Table  

To whom should it 

be presented? 

IPT 

Threshold above 

or below which 

action is 

necessary. 

Availability Tolerance Band upper and lower limits 
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What action 

should be 

performed 

Trade-off if necessary 

Who should 

perform this 

action 

IPT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Name Idle  

Purpose To power auxiliary systems 

Source  

requirement 

Surveillance, Scope, Longevity and Endurance 

Priority or Risk 

level 

High 

What should be 

measured? 

Number of hours spent idling 

How should it be 

measured? 

Reports from operative environment 

How often should 

it be measured? 

Continually 

During which 

project phase 

should it be 

measured? 

All phases 

How should it be 

displayed? 

Table  

To whom should it 

be presented? 

IPT 
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Threshold above 

or below which 

action is 

necessary. 

Availability Tolerance Band upper and lower limits 

What action 

should be 

performed 

Trade-off  

Who should 

perform this 

action 

IPT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Name Road-to-Terrain Ratio 

Purpose Used to predict need for maintenance 

Source  

requirement 

Availability, Scope, Longevity, range per day, pace, type-of-road and Endurance 

Priority or Risk 

level 

High 

What should be 

measured? 

Percentage of time spent on road versus time spent in terrain 

How should it be 

measured? 

Reports from operative environment 

How often should 

it be measured? 

Continually 

During which 

project phase 

should it be 

measured? 

All phases 

How should it be 

displayed? 

Table  
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To whom should it 

be presented? 

IPT 

Threshold above 

or below which 

action is 

necessary. 

Availability Tolerance Band upper and lower limits 

What action 

should be 

performed 

Trade-off  

Who should 

perform this 

action 

IPT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendices E. Experiment Variations 

Experiment Number MOP 1 MOP 2 MOP 3 MOP 4 

Ex1 Min Min Min   

Ex2 Min Min Norm   

Ex3 Min Min Max   

Ex4 Min  Min   Min 

Ex5 Min Min   Norm 

Ex6 Min  Min   Max 

Ex7 Min Max Min   

Ex8 Min Max Norm   

Ex9 Min Max Max   

Ex10 Min Max   Min 

Ex11 Min Max   Norm 
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Ex12 Min  Max   Max 

Ex13 Max Min Min   

Ex14 Max Min Norm   

Ex15 Max Min Max   

Ex16 Max Min   Min 
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tbl_Experiments

EID KEY VALUE

Ex01 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0

Ex01 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄRGARE.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 0

Ex01 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 0

Ex02 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0

Ex02 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄRGARE.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 0

Ex02 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 3

Ex03 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0

Ex03 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄRGARE.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 0

Ex03 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 5

Ex04 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0

Ex04 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄRGARE.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 0

Ex04 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.MEKANIKER.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 0

Ex05 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0

Ex05 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄRGARE.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 0

Ex05 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.MEKANIKER.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 8

Ex06 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0

Ex06 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄRGARE.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 0

Ex06 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.MEKANIKER.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 15

Ex07 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0

Ex07 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄRGARE.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 3

Ex07 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 0

Ex08 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0

Ex08 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄRGARE.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 3

Ex08 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 3

Ex09 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0

Ex09 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄRGARE.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 3

Ex09 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 5

Ex10 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0

Ex10 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄRGARE.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 3

Ex10 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.MEKANIKER.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 0

Ex11 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0

Ex11 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄRGARE.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 3

Ex11 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.MEKANIKER.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 8

Ex12 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0

Ex12 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄRGARE.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 3

Ex12 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.MEKANIKER.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 15

Ex13 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0,6

Ex13 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄRGARE.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 0

Ex13 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 0

Ex14 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0,6

Ex14 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄRGARE.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 0

Ex14 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 3

Ex15 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0,6

Ex15 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄRGARE.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 0

Ex15 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 5

Ex16 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0,6

Ex16 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄRGARE.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 0

Ex16 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.MEKANIKER.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 0

Ex17 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0,6

Ex17 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄRGARE.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 0

Ex17 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.MEKANIKER.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 8

Ex18 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0,6

Ex18 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄRGARE.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 0

Ex18 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.MEKANIKER.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 15

Ex19 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0,6

Ex19 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄRGARE.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 3

Ex19 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 0

Ex20 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0,6

Ex20 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄRGARE.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 3

Ex20 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 3

Ex21 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0,6

Ex21 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄRGARE.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 3

Ex21 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 5

Ex22 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0,6

Ex22 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄRGARE.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 3

Ex22 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.MEKANIKER.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 0

Ex23 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0,6

Ex23 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄRGARE.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 3

Ex23 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.MEKANIKER.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 8

Ex24 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0,6

Ex24 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄRGARE.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 3

Ex24 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.MEKANIKER.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 15
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tbl_Experiments

EID KEY VALUE

Ex01 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0

Ex01 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄRGARE.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 0

Ex01 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 0

Ex02 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0

Ex02 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄRGARE.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 2

Ex02 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 0

Ex03 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0

Ex03 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄRGARE.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 3

Ex03 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 0

Ex04 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0

Ex04 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 0

Ex04 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT DIAGNOSTIK.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 0

Ex05 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0

Ex05 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 0

Ex05 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT DIAGNOSTIK.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 3

Ex06 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0

Ex06 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 0

Ex06 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT DIAGNOSTIK.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 5

Ex07 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0

Ex07 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄRGARE.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 0

Ex07 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 5

Ex08 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0

Ex08 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄRGARE.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 2

Ex08 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 5

Ex09 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0

Ex09 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄRGARE.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 3

Ex09 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 5

Ex10 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0

Ex10 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 5

Ex10 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT DIAGNOSTIK.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 0

Ex11 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0

Ex11 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 5

Ex11 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT DIAGNOSTIK.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 3

Ex12 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0

Ex12 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 5

Ex12 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT DIAGNOSTIK.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 5

Ex13 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0,6

Ex13 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄRGARE.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 0

Ex13 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 0

Ex14 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0,6

Ex14 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄRGARE.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 2

Ex14 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 0

Ex15 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0,6

Ex15 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄRGARE.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 3

Ex15 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 0

Ex16 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0,6

Ex16 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 0

Ex16 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT DIAGNOSTIK.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 0

Ex17 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0,6

Ex17 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 0

Ex17 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT DIAGNOSTIK.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 3

Ex18 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0,6

Ex18 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 0

Ex18 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT DIAGNOSTIK.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 5

Ex19 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0,6

Ex19 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄRGARE.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 0

Ex19 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 5

Ex20 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0,6

Ex20 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄRGARE.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 2

Ex20 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 5

Ex21 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0,6

Ex21 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄRGARE.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 3

Ex21 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 5

Ex22 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0,6

Ex22 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 5

Ex22 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT DIAGNOSTIK.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 0

Ex23 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0,6

Ex23 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 5

Ex23 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT DIAGNOSTIK.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 3

Ex24 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0,6

Ex24 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 5

Ex24 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT DIAGNOSTIK.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 5
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tbl_Experiments

EID KEY VALUE

Ex191 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0,5

Ex191 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄRGARE.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 1

Ex191 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 4

Ex192 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0,5

Ex192 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄRGARE.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 2

Ex192 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 6

Ex193 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0,7

Ex193 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄRGARE.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 1

Ex193 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 4

Ex194 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0,7

Ex194 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄRGARE.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 2

Ex194 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 6

tbl_Experiments

EID KEY VALUE

Ex41 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0,05

Ex41 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 1

Ex41 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT DIAGNOSTIK.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 1

Ex42 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0,05

Ex42 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 2

Ex42 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT DIAGNOSTIK.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 2

Ex43 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0,1

Ex43 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 1

Ex43 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT DIAGNOSTIK.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 1

Ex44 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0,1

Ex44 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.MEKANIKER.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 2

Ex44 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 2
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tbl_Experiments

EID KEY VALUE

Ex201 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0,4

Ex201 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄRGARE.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 2

Ex201 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 2

Ex202 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0,4

Ex202 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄRGARE.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 6

Ex202 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT DIAGNOSTIK.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 4

Ex203 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0,5

Ex203 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 2

Ex203 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT DIAGNOSTIK.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 2

Ex204 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0,5

Ex204 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.MEKANIKER.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 4

Ex204 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.RG32M VKT BAS.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 4

tbl_Experiments

EID KEY VALUE

Ex171 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0,3

Ex171 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄRGARE.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 0

Ex171 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.MEKANIKER.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 6

Ex172 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0,3

Ex172 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄRGARE.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 1

Ex172 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.MEKANIKER.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 7

Ex173 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0,4

Ex173 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄRGARE.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 0

Ex173 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.MEKANIKER.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 6

Ex174 MissionType.DURN.RG32M TERRÄNG 0,4

Ex174 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.BÄRGARE.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 1

Ex174 ResourceDeployment.RQTY.MEKANIKER.CS+CSS+CORE BAT+ENABLERS 7
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EID NREP RTILW RTIUP MTMF RSMTMF MSTF RSMSTF MSUF RSMSUF STMF RSSTMF

Ex01 5 0 2928 0,77497 0,014852 0,848179 0,00875 0,844513 0,008799 0,77497 0,014852

Ex02 5 0 2928 0,783658 0,019715 0,855142 0,01193 0,851573 0,011974 0,783658 0,019715

Ex03 5 0 2928 0,783658 0,019715 0,855142 0,01193 0,851573 0,011974 0,783658 0,019715

Ex04 5 0 2928 0,477795 0,026959 0,634015 0,015953 0,631715 0,016012 0,477795 0,026959

Ex05 5 0 2928 0,757678 0,014176 0,83749 0,009229 0,833974 0,009397 0,757678 0,014176

Ex06 5 0 2928 0,769393 0,020913 0,845418 0,012366 0,841792 0,012391 0,769393 0,020913

Ex07 5 0 2928 0,963409 0,002123 0,976091 0,001368 0,971399 0,001442 0,963409 0,002123

Ex08 5 0 2928 0,966966 0,001372 0,978532 0,000849 0,974051 0,001019 0,966966 0,001372

Ex09 5 0 2928 0,966966 0,001372 0,978532 0,000849 0,974051 0,001019 0,966966 0,001372

Ex10 5 0 2928 0,477795 0,026959 0,634015 0,015953 0,631715 0,016012 0,477795 0,026959

Ex11 5 0 2928 0,863702 0,006735 0,910122 0,004334 0,906111 0,004305 0,863702 0,006735

Ex12 5 0 2928 0,967855 0,001091 0,979116 0,000668 0,974453 0,000823 0,967855 0,001091

Ex13 5 0 2928 0,734414 0,006397 0,730377 0,006278 0,726326 0,00638 0,734414 0,006397

Ex14 5 0 2928 0,722581 0,011782 0,718702 0,011803 0,714672 0,011812 0,722581 0,011782

Ex15 5 0 2928 0,722581 0,011782 0,718702 0,011803 0,714672 0,011812 0,722581 0,011782

Ex16 5 0 2928 0,442638 0,01016 0,442964 0,010075 0,440568 0,010154 0,442638 0,01016

Ex17 5 0 2928 0,707255 0,017244 0,707693 0,017211 0,703662 0,017442 0,707255 0,017244

Ex18 5 0 2928 0,740874 0,013799 0,736942 0,013819 0,732879 0,013955 0,740874 0,013799

Ex19 5 0 2928 0,94334 0,001633 0,943159 0,001539 0,937948 0,001516 0,94334 0,001633

Ex20 5 0 2928 0,944398 0,00233 0,944144 0,002237 0,938856 0,002355 0,944398 0,00233

Ex21 5 0 2928 0,944398 0,00233 0,944144 0,002237 0,938856 0,002355 0,944398 0,00233

Ex22 5 0 2928 0,442638 0,01016 0,442964 0,010075 0,440568 0,010154 0,442638 0,01016

Ex23 5 0 2928 0,741229 0,00382 0,741723 0,003859 0,737474 0,003931 0,741229 0,00382

Ex24 5 0 2928 0,95736 0,001701 0,955264 0,001722 0,950057 0,001857 0,95736 0,001701
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EID NREP RTILW RTIUP MTMF RSMTMF MSTF RSMSTF MSUF RSMSUF STMF RSSTMF

Ex01 5 0 2928 0,770105 0,011609 0,845122 0,006991 0,841553 0,007098 0,770105 0,011609

Ex02 5 0 2928 0,963409 0,002123 0,976091 0,001368 0,971399 0,001442 0,963409 0,002123

Ex03 5 0 2928 0,963409 0,002123 0,976091 0,001368 0,971399 0,001442 0,963409 0,002123

Ex04 5 0 2928 0,808127 0,01212 0,870203 0,007664 0,866509 0,007788 0,808127 0,01212

Ex05 5 0 2928 0,965806 0,001661 0,977786 0,001095 0,973175 0,001149 0,965806 0,001661

Ex06 5 0 2928 0,965806 0,001661 0,977786 0,001095 0,973175 0,001149 0,965806 0,001661

Ex07 5 0 2928 0,783658 0,019715 0,855142 0,01193 0,851573 0,011974 0,783658 0,019715

Ex08 5 0 2928 0,966966 0,001372 0,978532 0,000849 0,974051 0,001019 0,966966 0,001372

Ex09 5 0 2928 0,966966 0,001372 0,978532 0,000849 0,974051 0,001019 0,966966 0,001372

Ex10 5 0 2928 0,794679 0,006602 0,862251 0,004266 0,85854 0,004281 0,794679 0,006602

Ex11 5 0 2928 0,967536 0,00218 0,978775 0,00137 0,974481 0,001573 0,967536 0,00218

Ex12 5 0 2928 0,967722 0,001582 0,978913 0,00099 0,974578 0,00121 0,967722 0,001582

Ex13 5 0 2928 0,734414 0,006397 0,730377 0,006278 0,726326 0,00638 0,734414 0,006397

Ex14 5 0 2928 0,937991 0,002421 0,938329 0,002383 0,932981 0,002478 0,937991 0,002421

Ex15 5 0 2928 0,94334 0,001633 0,943159 0,001539 0,937948 0,001516 0,94334 0,001633

Ex16 5 0 2928 0,753472 0,002666 0,749509 0,002759 0,745268 0,002751 0,753472 0,002666

Ex17 5 0 2928 0,943663 0,002536 0,94335 0,002498 0,938118 0,002557 0,943663 0,002536

Ex18 5 0 2928 0,943663 0,002536 0,94335 0,002498 0,938118 0,002557 0,943663 0,002536

Ex19 5 0 2928 0,722581 0,011782 0,718702 0,011803 0,714672 0,011812 0,722581 0,011782

Ex20 5 0 2928 0,944398 0,00233 0,944144 0,002237 0,938856 0,002355 0,944398 0,00233

Ex21 5 0 2928 0,944398 0,00233 0,944144 0,002237 0,938856 0,002355 0,944398 0,00233

Ex22 5 0 2928 0,744025 0,011487 0,740389 0,011462 0,736221 0,011497 0,744025 0,011487

Ex23 5 0 2928 0,948506 0,001898 0,948329 0,001938 0,943122 0,001971 0,948506 0,001898

Ex24 5 0 2928 0,945351 0,001601 0,945247 0,001703 0,940008 0,001718 0,945351 0,001601
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